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PREFACE

Schools as Community Hubs International Conference 2020 was a multi-disciplinary event held online on 3 and 4 December 2020. It explored the development of schools as community hubs with an emphasis on the role of the built environment (social infrastructure) in supporting such activity. The event was facilitated by the Building Connections: Schools as Community Hubs research team based at The University of Melbourne, Australia.

We would like to acknowledge the Traditional Owners of the lands on which this online conference is being hosted, as well as the Traditional Owners of the land delegates are situated on and acknowledge that Indigenous Australians have been custodians of the lands and waterways of Australia for thousands of years. We pay our respects to their Elders, past, present and emerging.
ABOUT THE BUILDING CONNECTIONS: SCHOOLS AS COMMUNITY HUBS ARC LINKAGE PROJECT

Building Connections is investigating how best to plan, design, govern and manage schools to operate successfully as ‘more than a school’, encouraging the development of resilient and connected communities.

Schools are some of the most underutilised assets in Australia. Many are used sparingly outside of school hours. Furthermore, the co-location of school infrastructure with other forms of social infrastructure, such as sporting, recreation and health services facilities, is not as common as might be expected. Nevertheless, school sites are increasingly being recognised as valuable assets that can support the education, health and wellbeing of individuals, families and community groups – especially in rapidly growing areas of Australia’s largest cities and regional centres.

In the next decade, Australia will need up to 700 new schools to meet the demands of a growing population. This presents a significant opportunity to embed new knowledge about the role that indoor and outdoor spaces can play in developing and supporting communities across the country. The project aims to inform decision making about how new and existing school infrastructure can be used for broader community benefit. Building Connections commenced in June 2019 and will run until mid-2022.

The primary output of the research will be the Building Connections: Schools as Community Hubs Development Framework. This will provide policy guidance to help state governments, non-government school systems, local councils, schools and community organisations overcome the obstacles that commonly limit the use of school facilities for broader community benefit. The Framework aims to provide evidence-based advice on school infrastructure provision and management, with a focus on programs and services that may be offered in addition to formal schooling.
Building Connections is being undertaken collaboratively with the following Partner Organisations (in alphabetical order):

- Brand Architects
- Catholic Education Diocese of Parramatta
- Clarke Hopkins Clarke Architects
- Department for Education, South Australia
- Department of State Development, Infrastructure, Local Government and Planning, Queensland Treasury.

The project has been funded by the Australian Government through the Australian Research Council (ARC) Linkage Projects scheme. This promotes national and international collaboration between higher education institutions, government, business, industry and end-users. Research and development focusses on applying specialist knowledge to ‘real world’ problems to generate relevant and timely insights. Building Connections will contribute in significant and substantial ways to this overarching objective.

The Building Connections project is hosted by the Learning Environments Applied Research Network (LEaRN) based at The University of Melbourne, Australia.
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BUILDING CONNECTIONS FOR COMMUNITY BENEFIT
BUILDING CONNECTIONS FOR COMMUNITY BENEFIT

Benjamin Cleveland

The University of Melbourne

Foreword

The relations between schools and communities has been a topic of debate, research and development for decades. Recognition that schools play a central role in the lives of young people, families and carers is well-appreciated – perhaps more so now than ever before in light of the COVID-19 pandemic and the impact of temporary school closures in many parts of the world. Yet, history suggests that generating and sustaining ‘more than a school’ operations, including links to early years, health and wellbeing services, plus other community-oriented partnerships, can be complicated and challenging.

The Schools as Community Hubs International Conference brings together university-based researchers and industry practitioners in an academic forum to discuss the contemporary opportunities and difficulties associated with bringing schools and communities closer together. Following a call for abstracts, 14 papers were selected via a blind peer review process to be presented at the conference. These have been clustered into four groups:

- Schools at the Heart of Urban Development
- Connecting with the Early Years
- Partnering for Better Community Outcomes
- Enabling Community Hubs

These groups represent the common themes addressed in the submitted papers, offering high-level insight into the pressing issues currently being explored and developed in research and in practice.

The conference theme, Building Connections for Community Benefit, highlights the conference papers’ authors’ perspective that connections, partnerships and shared enterprises – both formal and informal – involving schools, government, industry and/or community groups can generate significant
benefits for all involved. The conference theme also highlights the importance of building facilities to accommodate the activities that generate the benefits described. Here, community hub initiatives and activities become entangled with issues related to urban planning, architectural design, governance, facility management, and of course funding.

As cities and regional areas around the world intensify and societal dynamics change, pressure on schools to become ‘more than a school’ appears to be increasing. The Schools as Community Hubs International Conference will explore the expanded roles of schools, investigating how schools may offer more to their communities – historically, currently, and into the future.

On behalf of the Building Connections: Schools as Community Hubs ARC Linkage project team and partners, the conference hosts, I hope all attending (and those reading these proceedings later) enjoy the insights and perspectives shared, engage enthusiastically with the discussions, and are fortunate to meet new peers with whom to further engage in the years ahead.

Welcome.
Yarrabilba Family and Community Place.
Photo by Community Hubs and Partnerships (CHaPs), Queensland Treasury, Queensland Government.
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REFLECTIVE PROVOCATION: LEE CALLUM

Calling on a career in education that began in a one-teacher rural school, included acting as Principal of a rapidly growing regional high school and working in Executive Director roles within the Queensland State Government to champion the development of schools as community hubs, Lee Callum will explore the recent history of school-community relations and challenge delegates to consider ‘what next’?
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PART 1

SCHOOLS AT THE HEART OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT
SCHOOL-CENTERED NEIGHBORHOOD REVITALIZATION IN BALTIMORE

Ariel H. Bierbaum¹, Alisha Butler² and Erin O'Keefe³

¹, ²University of Maryland, College Park, USA
³University of Maryland, Baltimore County, USA

This paper retains the authors’ use of American English.

Abstract

Despite the ways that schools are deeply tied to local conditions, we know less about how school change interacts with neighborhood change. This study asks: How does a major investment in school facilities materially affect lived experiences in neighborhoods? Using a case study approach, we present findings from a study of the policy apparatuses and impacts of Baltimore’s school closures, rehabilitation, and construction vis-à-vis patterns of uneven urban development and change in three Baltimore neighborhoods that have each seen new school construction as part of the 21st Century Schools Buildings Plan (21CSBP): a cross-agency investment of nearly US $1.1 billion to build or renovate 28 public schools in some of Baltimore’s most neglected neighborhoods. We argue that different agency stakeholders articulate competing operational theories of community development, which hinders collaborative efforts and creates obstacles to realizing deep impact of these school facilities investments on neighborhood outcomes.

Keywords: community development, public education, school facilities, neighborhood change
School-Centered Neighborhood Revitalization in Baltimore

The 21st Century Schools Buildings Program (21CSBP) was an unprecedented state and local investment to Baltimore City’s public schools’ infrastructure. The State of Maryland’s 2013 Baltimore City Public Schools Construction and Revitalization Act authorized the Maryland Stadium Authority (MSA) to leverage $60 million into bond money, providing $1.1 billion in funding to support the renovation and/or replacement of 28 Baltimore City schools in 25 neighborhoods. The Act authorized the collaboration of the City of Baltimore (the City), Baltimore City Public School System (BCPSS), the Maryland Interagency Committee on School Construction (IAC), and the MSA to:

Design schools that allow for recreational opportunities for the community, combined with other cooperative uses and school partnership programs... [and] be good stewards of Maryland taxpayer dollars and champions for education, economic development and neighborhood revitalization in the City of Baltimore (Maryland Stadium Authority, n.d.).

Other key partners included the Baltimore City Department of Recreation and Parks (BCRP) and the Department of Planning (Planning), city-wide non-profit organizations, and philanthropy.

Baltimore is a majority Black city, where the legacy of racist housing and education policies and structural inequities have limited largely Black residents’ opportunities and laid the groundwork for the city’s current hyper-segregation (Baum, 2010; MacGillis, 2016; Rothstein, 2015; Theodos et al., 2019). In 2019, Baltimore’s population stood at 593,490, a 4.4 percent decrease from the 2010 Census (U.S. Census Bureau, n.d.). BCPSS is experiencing steady declines in enrolment across schools (National Center for Education Statistics, n.d.). Today, BCPSS serves 79,187 PreK-12 students, the majority of whom are Black (76 percent) and half of whom are from economically disadvantaged households (Baltimore City Public Schools System, 2020). Recently, BCPSS has closed and merged schools to manage declining enrolment and underutilized school buildings. The 21CSBP initiative is notable not only for its expansive vision of school buildings in communities and the significant level of public investment, but also because of the coupling of mass closures and school construction in BCPSS’s school facilities management plan (Baltimore City Public Schools, 2018).

Introduction

This study situates 21CSBP and other school facilities management decisions in light of more traditional efforts in place- and people-based community development efforts. We focus on meso-level community development actors (city agencies and the school district) and their roles in facilitating community development activity in neighborhoods.

City agencies responsible for planning, housing and community development, and parks and recreation have obvious involvement in community development activities. But what happens when a school district enters the fray of neighborhood change through significant investment in school facilities
and an aggressive vision for community schools? What are the possibilities and the pitfalls of cross-sector collaborative governance for school and neighborhood change? How does this effort challenge and extend our understanding of both community schools and community development?

**What is community development and where do schools fit?**

Community development is the process of place- and people-based initiatives that aim to provide resources to economically disadvantaged and disinvested communities (Wolf-Powers, 2014). Place-based community development strategies expand affordable housing, create business improvement districts, and establish community land trusts. People-based strategies focus on improvements to the built and natural environments and connections to social services, housing opportunities, jobs, and increasing engagement in political processes with the goal to improve residents’ lives.

Although schools are a vital component of community development efforts (Good, 2019; Patterson & Silverman, 2013; Taylor et al., 2013), school and neighborhood improvement have been viewed as distinct processes. School districts implicitly enter the realm of planning and community development when they make decisions about school facilities, including the closure of school buildings (Bierbaum, 2018). Additionally, schools are sites of social capital and leverage community development efforts to increase civic participation and build community ties (Brownlow, 2013; Joseph & Feldman, 2009; Nast & Blokland, 2013; Warren, 2013). Schools and school improvement may also catalyze economic growth and stabilize and/or enhance local housing markets (Horn, 2015; Steif, 2015).

Studies of school closures have underscored the influence of schools on communities, particularly communities of color, disproportionately negatively affected by closures (de la Torre & Gwynne, 2009; Good, 2016; Green, 2017; Kirshner et al., 2010; Research for Action, 2013; Sunderman et al., 2017; Weber et al., 2016). These communities’ resistance to closures emphasizes how schools are experienced and understood as core neighborhood public infrastructure and linked to legacies of racial oppression and continued disinvestment of particular Black neighborhoods, even while school district management does not necessarily consider these metrics (Bierbaum, 2018; Ewing, 2018; Good, 2017, 2019; Green, 2017; Nuamah, 2020).

**Methods and Data**

We used Wolf-Powers’ (2014) framework for community development’s theories of action and, based on prior research that establishes schools and education as important to a lot of local level community development practice, extended it to incorporate the role of schools (Table 1). Our usage is described in the Findings section.
Table 1
*Theories underlying U.S. community development and the role of schools (adapted from Wolf-Powers 2014)*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Diagnosis</th>
<th>Theory of action</th>
<th>Tools</th>
<th>Roles of Schools</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Norms</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Disorganisation</td>
<td>Social capital-building</td>
<td>Comprehensive community initiatives</td>
<td>Schools as service providers and community ‘hubs’</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of social control</td>
<td>Better coordination</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comprehensivity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Markets</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of functional market institutions for physical and human investments</td>
<td>Activation of markets</td>
<td>Poverty de-concentration</td>
<td>Schools as neighborhood amenities</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Market-building</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Choice (vouchers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Justice</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lack of access to power</td>
<td>Community control</td>
<td>Indigenous leadership</td>
<td>Schools as catalysts for community organizing and parent leadership</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historic exclusion and exploitation of metro resources</td>
<td>Intermediaries to government</td>
<td>development Political organizing Alternative institutions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inequity of metro resources</td>
<td>Redistribution of wealth and opportunity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Norm-centered theories of action focus on building social capital, including community trust, and the coordination of social services. Market-centered theories of action purport that a lack of public and private capital investment is the driver of neighborhood disadvantage. Justice-centered theories of action identify structural inequity as the root cause of neighborhood disadvantage, and consequently argue for more political and structural interventions. This framework, with the addition of the role of schools in each theory of action, helps us make sense of 21CSBP’s impact on the social fabric, economic growth and stability, and power/justice within communities.

This study situated the 21CSBP schools and their promise as community schools in light of more traditional efforts in place- and people-based community development efforts. The Maryland Philanthropy Network (MPN) funded our research team to conduct an initial analysis of 21CSBP. Between fall 2018 and spring 2020, we conducted a review of documents, participant observation, and 42 semi-structured interviews (Table 2).

We analyzed these data using inductive and deductive coding schemes. Throughout the data collection and analysis phases, our team met to debrief and discuss emerging themes. We delivered memos to MPN staff and presented emerging findings to key stakeholders to ground-truth our analysis iteratively.
Findings

We found that the inclusion of school districts complicates the implementation of community development efforts by requiring cross-sector collaboration in policy making and practice. Ambiguous legislative directives, hierarchies, and limited integration among multiple agency partners can challenge implementation and cause disruption, competition, and/or conflict with their existing priorities and processes.

The 21CBP policy design process engaged diverse coalitions of advocates, community-based organizations, and local and state governmental actors. A coalition (Transform Baltimore: Build Schools. Build Neighborhoods.) formed in 2010 and worked for three years to identify innovative solutions to publicly finance capital improvements to city school buildings. Philanthropy provided funds for high-capacity community-based organizations to educate and mobilize neighborhood associations and residents in support of proposals to fully renovate and modernize all public school buildings in Baltimore City. Grassroots organizing efforts gave way to city and state policy action. Advocacy was grounded in the belief that new and renovated schools had the power to transform learning and neighborhoods, and in 2013, the Maryland General Assembly passed the 21st Century School Buildings legislation.

The stakeholders engaged in policy design were absent from the implementation process. Transform Baltimore advocates who designed 21CSBP and legislators who crafted its final parameters receded once the legislation passed. Responsibilities were transferred to the partners named in the bill: MSA, IAC, BCPSS, and the city (through its departments of Planning and BCRP), without the benefit of advocates’ relationships and deep local knowledge.

Ambiguous directives, legacies of mistrust, and limited resources challenged cross-sector collaboration. In one implementing agency director’s words, “Once [the legislation] passed, it

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Number</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Community-based organization staff</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community school coordinator</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community-based leader and/or organizer</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>City agency staff</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School district staff</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>State agency staff</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Philanthropic partner</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
was overwhelming”. This was the first time some agencies involved in implementation had worked together or considered school construction a priority. Ambiguous legislative directives allowed discretion in how to administer the program, causing confusion, competition, and conflict among implementers. The urgency to begin construction prevented the possibility of a slow, structured implementation process. Partnering agencies shared little trust, culture for collaborative governance, understanding of decision-making rules of implementing agencies, hierarchical integration within and among implementing agencies, language or values, and few metrics of success. The spirit of collaboration and transformative investment embodied in the legislation was “often sidetracked by turf battles and micro-legal battles”, especially around shared community use of facilities.

**Divergent and often competing theories of action undergirded the disconnections between implementing agencies.** MSA, the financing arm of 21CSBP, managed from an operating philosophy of buildings on time and under budget. Their approach and metrics of success focused on cost effectiveness and efficiencies of scale.

BCPSS managed from a philosophy of schools for our kids. They saw 21CSBP decisions as a way to meet BCPSS’s commitment to racial justice and equitable education, prioritizing sites with the most need and that had been the most historically disadvantaged, and as a non-negotiable element of their planning. They did not consider neighborhood condition, other agencies’ strategies, or broader market conditions when making their selections. 21CSBP schools were solely about improving equity for BCPSS students.

The City, through Planning and BCRP, prioritized community use of schools and approached 21CSBP efforts from a philosophy of schools for our neighborhoods and their residents. Planning staff promoted planning schools into already existing neighborhood plans (i.e., integrating 21CSBP designs into neighborhood traffic plans), rather than designing schools independently and addressing links to the neighborhood through a secondary design process. To that end, Planning staff facilitated neighborhood planning processes for the quarter-mile radius area surrounding each school and helped implement community improvement and beautification projects. The Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) staff suggested that 21CSBP school siting decisions were not part of broader citywide development discussions and as a result, site selection sometimes missed the mark. BCPSS’s decisions to place many 21CSBP schools in deeply distressed communities limited how they and other community development actors could leverage school investments with market forces to support neighborhood stability and growth.

**The competing theories of action described above also lead to an emphasis on quantitative measures of success.** These metrics are not unusual in community development efforts that focus on economic development, housing markets, and household stability (Baum, 2001; Galster et
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al., 2004; Rosenblatt & DeLuca, 2017). They are also common in school facilities and school construction programs, which consider student achievement, faculty or student absenteeism, or health outcomes (Neilson & Zimmerman, 2014). But less easily measured factors such as the experience in and of these new schools is central also mattered.

A photograph taken at the opening of a new 21CSBP school shows a third-grade student with a huge gaping smile on his face. “This. Happy children. The awe,” a BCPSS staff member said in answer to a question about metrics for success. Her colleague added, “They’re awestruck...the little ones ask, ‘Is this for me?’” (personal interview, school district, February 13, 2019). Others echo these emotional responses, and call for joy, awe, and connection as measures of success. One philanthropic leader commented, “We can put up all the new buildings you want, but you have to change something within people. They have to feel hopeful; they have to feel that they are valued” (personal interview, foundation, January 15, 2019). Likewise, improvements to neighborhood social and organizational connections and local pride were also desired outcomes of 21CSBP.

The disjointed nature of the implementation process at the meso-level of city public agencies results in a disjointed set of outcomes at the local, neighborhood level. Certainly, many of these communities have seen improvements such as parks, murals, and streetscape improvements, largely driven by the Planning Department’s efforts and small capital investments. However, beyond these wins, systemic infrastructure for residents and neighborhoods remained ad hoc and highly uneven across the city.

Discussion

Baltimore’s 21CSBP is an unprecedented investment, yet the material outcomes fell short of a transformed model of community development implicitly embedded in the 21CSBP legislative mandate. Deep-seated history of mistrust and the challenges of cross-sector collaboration challenged public agencies. In Baltimore, these challenges overwhelmed agencies’ ability to work as collective stewards of a shared social agenda for school and neighborhood change through this massive school facilities investment.

This case affirms the ways that divergent theories of action can yield disjointed outcomes on the ground, as Wolf-Powers (2014) suggested. Following a theory of action for “restoration of norms”, city agencies and philanthropic partners approached 21CSBP as one community development investment among many others that could help achieve comprehensive interventions, better coordination across sectors, and enhanced social capital through public engagement and community implementation. HCD strongly articulated an interest in “restoration of markets”, explicitly questioning BCPSS’s siting decisions and lamenting how 21CSBP investments in weak markets wasted the possibility of leveraging additional community development resources.
BCPSS staunchly defends their 21CSBP siting decisions, reflecting a commitment to a “restoration of justice”. As a meso-level public agency, they are not calling for Indigenous leadership or political organizing (as in Wolf-Powers’ original framework). Staff explicitly and passionately grounded their plans for the 21CSBP schools in the redistribution of resources and their commitment to students who historically have been the most disadvantaged by BCPSS and other public agencies.

While implicit in “equity” work across the city, BCPSS staff were the only respondents who consistently named and challenged Baltimore’s racist history in public education and neighborhood planning and situated 21CSBP planning and implementation in this context. This framing and the current Black Lives Matter movement motivate questions about the deeper underlying infrastructure of legislative and budgetary systems that crafted and executed 21CSBP. The following questions arose: How have generations of racist perceptions of Baltimore’s public school children and families shaped the ways that policies, budgets, and relationships are structured, and therefore constrain present-day efforts at cross-sector collaboration? How have decades of state-control of BCPSS and its operations likewise impacted this collaboration?

Placing schools in a framework of community development expands our understanding of “community schools”. It suggests that beyond serving as a hub for bringing services into the school, the school building is situated in an ecosystem of a broader neighborhood that extends out from the school’s walls. This understanding is especially acute amid the current COVID-19 crisis which lays bare the extent to which schools serve a critical role in the delivery of our social safety net. The void that closures have created is a testament to the reach, power, and efficacy of the community school approach. Community school coordinators and family engagement specialists employed by BCPSS and non-profit community-based organizations became a literal lifeline for so many families in the midst of this crisis. But community school coordinators arguably had more impact when their work was linked to other community development activities.

Although the community school model holds great promise, an extreme event like COVID-19 revealed some of the pitfalls that need further consideration and raised critical questions about what schools should or should not have to take on. For example: How can we extend the community schools’ model of bringing services for students and their families into the school building to create a more porous boundary between the school and the neighborhood, linking students, families, and other community members to public libraries, health clinics, community gardens, recreation sites, and other community-based assets? How does this alternative model shift the onus of intervention to other public and non-profit organizations?
Conclusion

These questions, and more, reveal the gaps in community development practice and the limitations of schools filling those holes. The fabric supporting students, families, and other neighborhood residents is patchy. Our findings underscore the need for a re-examination of who plays a role in community development to include school districts as core meso-level actors and school sites as central neighborhood-level institutions woven into the fabric of more traditional community development activity. Meso-level actors’ horizontal integration can support more seamless and effective cross-sector collaboration in design and implementation. Further, “vertical” integration should bridge the activities and wisdom of grassroots community-based organizations, school site leadership, and students and families with the policy structures and resources of meso-level public agencies.
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Abstract

Vertical schools, relatively new to Australia, are responding to increasing student numbers in central suburbs with limited available land. School facilities and spaces for drama, music, exercise, socialising, craft, play and eating are typically located for potential community use. The analysis within this paper focuses on the traces of community connections that can be discovered from visual analysis of plans and occupied buildings. We compare emerging Australian vertical schools with European precedents. How and why are communities using school spaces? What community spaces do students use and what are their adjacencies with school uses? What are the private, privileged and public spaces of vertical schools? Which schools operate as gated communities and how do the more porous examples address the safety of children? We consider northern European examples where vertical schools have had a longer history. Examples include the influential Danish Hellerup School, Ørestad Gymnasium, Sydhavnen School, the Finnish Saunalahti School and the Swedish Barkaby School. This forms part of a larger analysis of vertical schools in Australia and overseas the authors are proposing to undertake.
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Vertical Schools as Community Hubs

Vertical schools of four or more storeys in height are starting to be constructed in most Australia capital cities. While common in Europe and Asia, vertical schools are a relatively recent phenomenon in Australia, developed in response to changing demographics within the centres of our capital cities. The vertical school typology represents a radical departure from designs with multiple low-rise buildings (although designs in the 1920s and 1930s were often three stories) linked by covered walkways and often on large land parcels with plentiful green space (Matthews, 2018; Swinburn, 2017). Vertical schools are typically contained in one, sometimes two, buildings.

Australian urban consolidation and policies encouraging city residential development have been accelerating since the 1990s (Newton, 2019; Matthews, 2018; Swinburn, 2017). Increasing school-age populations in urban cores, high land prices and a scarcity of suitable sites make vertical schools an economic alternative to long-standing cultural preference for low-rise schools in the suburbs. This approach is helping to accommodate an estimated million additional Australian school students in the next two decades (Blandy, 2017; Goss, 2016).

Schools must be designed to function well as learning environments, but should schools also be designed as social infrastructure for the broader school community? A recent survey of Australian parents and educators found schools provide ‘hubs of community’ that bring social benefits beyond learning (Renton & Stobbe, 2020, p.14). Survey participants perceived that schools have become more inclusive over the past five years in terms of ethnicity, gender and religion. Supporting diverse communities is important given Australia’s multicultural composition.

The Community Hubs Australia project was designed to promote social inclusion and cohesion and included 8000 families from over 100 countries of origin. Evaluation of the program noted the benefits for migrant families and school readiness of taking an integrated approach to delivering community services (Rushton, et al., 2017). Opening schools to diverse communities has design implications as well as management and governance implications. For example, the entry design can be welcoming or a barrier. School facilities and spaces for drama, music, exercise, socialising, craft, play and eating can be located for potential community use or for school use alone.

This paper focuses on the traces of community connections that can be discovered from visual analysis of plans and occupied buildings. These are compared with northern European examples, where vertical schools have a longer history. It considers various forms of space and their uses, permeability, safety issues and other conditioning factors that influence community use of vertical schools. Examples include the influential Danish Hellerup School, Ørestad Gymnasium, Sydhavnen School and International School, the Finnish Saunalahti School and the Swedish Barkaby School.
Background and Context

In Australia’s large capital cities urban consolidation policies aim to densify and enliven urban areas while reducing suburban sprawl (Raynor, Mayere and Matthews, 2018). Increasingly some families are choosing to remain in urban core areas slowly reversing a long-standing suburban preference among Australian households with young children. As one example, enrolments for inner city schools in Sydney have risen by more than 13 per cent – nearly 3.5 times the state average – since 2012 (Swinburn, 2017). Consequently, there is escalating demand for inner-urban school spaces which, along with limited land availability, is leading to the emergence of vertical schools (Truong et al., 2018).

All Australian states except Tasmania are developing vertical schools. The Australian vertical school phenomenon can be divided typologically into mid-rise and high-rise. Most are mid-rise, between four and seven storeys, but taller schools from 10 to 17 storeys have been opened in New South Wales and Victoria (Newton, 2019). These new vertical schools and their campuses, like all schools, will be important forms of social infrastructure that are connected in complex ways to their proximate built, natural and material environments (Botsoglou et al., 2019; McLeod, 2014). Creating schools that function well as learning environments and as social infrastructure requires collaboration between educators, design professionals and other stakeholders including urban planners, policymakers and parents (Halarewicz, 2017).

Analysis

Table 1 lists the early examples of vertical schools in Australia. Design themes emerged as we contrasted early Australian vertical schools with European examples.

We found similarities in the types of facilities shared between schools and communities, but we also found distinctive issues related to the design of entry experiences as well as boundary conditions. We noted different arrangements for outdoor spaces and different attitudes to community and risk. These themes are often interconnected. For example, attitudes to risk aversion impact the entry arrangement and whether there are supervised gateways between spaces for the community and spaces for students.

Facilities shared between communities and schools

Australian vertical schools benefit by proximity to community facilities and vice versa. St Andrew’s Cathedral School is Australia’s oldest vertical school, having been built in 1976. Students occupy the top three levels of the eight-storey brutalist office building in central Sydney and use the adjacent cathedral as an auditorium, the city library and museum for learning, and the playing fields at the University of Sydney (Curnow & Lambert, 2015). Likewise, the university makes use of St Andrew’s classrooms after hours.

Melbourne’s first vertical school is the city campus of Haileybury private school, as shown in Figure 1. The 2017 retrofit of a thirty-year-old office building was in response to the rapidly expanding city...
### Table 1

**Vertical Schools in Australia**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School name</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Years</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Peak Enrol</th>
<th>Levels</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St Andrew’s Cathedral Sc¹</td>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>Sydney CBD</td>
<td>K-12</td>
<td>1976</td>
<td>1100</td>
<td>Top 3 of 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arthur Philip HS²</td>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>Parramatta</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>2000</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parramatta Public²</td>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>Parramatta</td>
<td>F-6</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1000</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Sydney HS³</td>
<td>NSW</td>
<td>Surry Hills</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner City North SC⁴</td>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>Fortitude Valley</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner City South SC⁵</td>
<td>QLD</td>
<td>South Brisbane</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>2021</td>
<td>1650</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adelaide Botanic HS⁶</td>
<td>SA</td>
<td>Adelaide CBD</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haileybury City Campus⁷</td>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>Melbourne CBD</td>
<td>EL-12</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>South Melbourne PS⁸</td>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>South Melbourne</td>
<td>F-6</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>525</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richmond HS⁹</td>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>Richmond</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prahran HS⁹</td>
<td>VIC</td>
<td>Prahran</td>
<td>7-12</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Note:** ¹ Noel Bell and Herbert F Hely | ² Grimshaw Architects with BVN | ³ FJMT Architects | ⁴ Cox Architecture with Thomson Adsett | ⁵ BVN Architects | ⁶ Cox Architecture with Design Inc | ⁷ Darren Carnell Architects | ⁸ Hayball Architects | ⁹ Gray Puksand Architects

### Figure 1

*Haileybury City Campus*

*Source: Haileybury School. Photographer: Chris Kappa.*
residential population revealed in the 2011 census. Like St Andrew’s, Haileybury benefits from its central city location for cultural, educational, sporting and recreational facilities.

Adelaide’s Botanic High School (Fig. 2) links six learning levels in a repurposed university building with a new seven-storey building. Botanic High also makes use of adjacent city facilities for teaching and learning, particularly the nearby botanic gardens and parklands. In contrast, the northern European schools studied tend to be further from the city centres in areas with extensive apartment living.

Community use of outdoor spaces

Of the Australian vertical schools, Botanic High is most like the European precedents in terms of how outdoor spaces are freely available for use by the broader community outside school hours. The school-to-community boundaries are porous and only semi-defined by height-level changes with robust outdoor tables and chairs openly accessible. In Copenhagen, the local authority takes responsibility for maintenance of the school’s outdoor spaces of Sydhavnen Skolen with even the school roof, constructed as an outdoor landscape of timber steps, accessible to the community (Fig. 3).

Figure 2
Outdoor Spaces, Adelaide Botanic High School

Source: Cox Architecture.
Richmond High School, in the inner urban ring of Melbourne, has outdoor spaces that, while fenced, are kept open after hours and on weekends for use by the community. Outdoor spaces with playground equipment are particularly valuable in inner city areas as more families occupy apartments with limited outdoor areas.

**Community and school co-use of indoor spaces**

The broader community of Richmond benefits from after-hours access. Rather than a hard line separating school-use and community-use, there are interstitial spaces used by multiple groups near the entry areas such as spaces for drama and music. The school is located near community sports facilities including a pool and netball courts. The additional gymnasium, built as part of the school, is used by both the local community and the school, thereby extending the opening hours and resulting in more efficient infrastructure use.

Two other medium-scale vertical schools were opened at similar times to Richmond High School in other inner ring suburbs of Melbourne. The six-level South Melbourne Primary School was conceptualised in the context of the new and dense Docklands urban community.

The design brief envisaged school spaces might support residents living in nearby apartments by accommodating after-hours use of facilities such as makerspaces, gathering spaces for meetings as well
as access to music, drama and sports areas. Prahran High School has a rooftop gymnasium, garden and running track that are likewise envisaged for after-hours use by community.

On its Education Department website the Victorian State Government provides policy, guidance and resources for schools wishing to hire, license or develop shared use agreements. In 2006, Victorian School Councils were encouraged to enter into third party agreements for the use of school facilities when not required for ordinary school use. The policy stipulates that fees paid cannot be higher than required for cost recovery (School Operations, 2020). This is to encourage more efficient and equitable access to government-funded community infrastructure.

**The symbolic and functional importance of central atria**

The Victorian and South Australian vertical schools are designed around a central atrium, forming a visual heart and gathering space for each school as well as connecting the vertical levels and making learning spaces more visible. This is in contrast with traditional classrooms off corridors. Rather than just connecting levels with staircases, seating is provided by the stairs. These have become known as Hellerup stairs given early use at Hellerup School in Copenhagen by Arkitema Architects (Fig. 4).

South Melbourne Primary School uses the central stairs as a mini theatre space. Students use the central stairs of Prahran High School for presentations but also for informal gathering or study (Fig. 5). Richmond High School has a smaller Hellerup-model stairway located just inside the entry. Rather than
facing a staff-controlled desk, students enter the school into the atrium each day to be welcomed by the principal. With seating on the stairs to the side and a canteen nearby, this entry sequence is similar to many of the northern European examples where the boundaries between public and private are blurred.

**Blurred boundaries versus gated communities**

The three Copenhagen schools considered within this paper each have entry sequences rather than controlled access gateways with reception desks in public foyers. Visitors enter Hellerup School through a recreation room to reach the central stairway. At the Sydhavnen School administration staff can view the entry from an upper level rather than in a control desk area near the entry. Visitors arrive into a double height space with student artwork and a mix of informal furniture. There is a view through the dining area to the outdoor spaces. Ørestad Gymnasium, by 3XN Architects, has a traditional formal entry mid-way along its rectilinear and colourful façade, but inside, the visitor enters into an atrium where boomerang shaped floor platforms hold circular learning pods, often cantilevered into the atrium. On entering each of these buildings, visitors move from a *public space* to a *privileged or invited* space before reaching the more *private* learning spaces within the school.

Visitors entering schools in Australia are generally overtly controlled with reception areas acting as gateways between a public foyer and the school beyond. New schools developed for the Victorian School Building Authority often have separate student waiting areas from the waiting areas used by the public.

**Perceived and real risks**

A topic worthy of further exploration is how community attitudes towards risk impact the design of schools. The playground of Sydhavnen School is adjacent to a canal, but the school community chose to keep the canal unfenced on the basis that children needed to learn to be safe near canals. The roofscape can be played upon as a large stair with few handrails (Fig. 3). In Australia, such a play surface might be perceived as unsafe.

Student classrooms and outdoor areas in American and UK schools have highly controlled access points. Public access to the northern European schools appears to be less clearly defined by the architecture. The Swedish school of Herrestaskolan by Liljewall Architects uses signage to orient visitors rather than a reception entry desk (Fig. 6).

**Urban presence**

Seeing into learning spaces from public paths is not unusual in the European schools. The Finnish Saunalahti School teaching spaces and the Herrestaskolan gymnasium both have windows on to the public paths adjacent (Fig. 7). Figure 8 shows views from Sydhavnen School to the public street. Vertical schools in Europe are often built up to the external boundary adjacent to roads and footpaths whereas in Australia we tend to avoid the public viewing into areas occupied by children by ensuring learning spaces
Figure 6
Entry sequence with signage, Herrestaskolan, Sweden

Source: Images by author.

Figure 7
Entry sequence with signage, Herrestaskolan, Sweden

Source: Images by author.
are distanced from public areas or separating with the use of a corridor.

**Co-located community functions**

We have not yet visited many Australian or northern European examples of co-located community facilities such as community centres and kindergartens in vertical schools. Arthur Philip High School, the first public high-rise school in NSW, has provided flexibility for future community uses. Fiep Westerdorp (Fig. 9) in Amsterdam has the collocation of a school, nursing home and apartment complex around a shared playground. While visiting this school we spoke with a waiting parent who explained the convenience of living in the adjacent apartment as he used a wheelchair. Mixing generations is sometimes regarded as having mutual benefits (Warner, Homsy & Greenhouse; 2010). Anecdotally, teachers we spoke to at Fiep Westerdorp and residents in the adjacent nursing home did not see the relationship between the school and the nursing home as being synergistic. Further research is needed to better understand why.

Calvijn College (Fig. 10) in Amsterdam by Wiersema Architects, has a program entitled NEXT,

**Figure 8**

*Entry sequence with signage, Hørestaskolan, Sweden*
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Figure 9

Mixed uses of Fiep Westerdorp

Source: Images by author.

Figure 10

Shared spaces for young and old at Calvijn College

Source: Images by author.
where students connect with local communities in a range of ways including preparing and serving meals for older local residents as part of an internship. Kitchens are used for events and the sports program and a training in hairdressing and beauty are interconnected to community with a range of partner organisations contributing to the student education.

Conclusion

The complexity of research into community hubs

As vertical schools become more prevalent in Australian cities, it is necessary to deeply explore the complexities of how these vertical schools operate as community hubs in the Australian context. This new type of school campus has the potential to create innovative and desirable learning and community spaces if designed correctly. Hopefully Australian governments will support this view. Lessons on good practice from overseas are a helpful first step. The next, more critical phase of research requires location and context-specific investigations of vertical school development in Australia. Quality research will help maximise community and learning outcomes from this new and vital form of social infrastructure. This can ensure that future vertical schools meet the needs of their communities, as well as facilitating great learning outcomes for students.
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Abstract

Densification of urban environments has led to increased pressure on existing school infrastructure throughout Australia’s major cities and elsewhere. Schools have continued to evolve as part of this process and facilities are more frequently leveraged for both public use and enabled for a range of education-related activities that foster community building. Design and procurement of schools currently builds upon acceptable minimum standards that often lack generosity to establish social spaces and spatial facilities that can be ‘borrowed’ by external users and provide critical social benefits. Through a review of New South Wales’ planning policy this article aims to identify the benefits of providing school infrastructure facilities that compliment public assets. It also discusses the challenges faced with the delivery of these assets within an on-going trend of urbanisation. It is argued that on-going planning for school environments will need to consider a holistic, community-wide view through a considered approach to shared facilities.
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Outside the Classroom:

Spatial Considerations to Facilitate Community Relationships with Schools

The ongoing discussion between today’s planning and policy makers about the best use of
land within cities is particularly evident when such land use focuses on the delivery of public assets
(Infrastructure NSW, 2018). School and community facilities have gathered increasing interest within this
context. Stakeholders are seeking measurable gains in the performance of these facilities and aim to
build upon the value created while ensuring there is effective ongoing investment (Infrastructure Australia,
2019). Both schools and local communities are in the position of there being competing demand for open
space and facility use while innovative partnerships are being formed to help achieve positive outcomes.

Background on schools and community within Australia

The diverse choice of schooling options available today has been formed from what was quite a
different setting throughout Australia during the nineteenth and early part of twentieth centuries (Miller &
Davey, 1990). Where once there was a clear separation between home and school life (Vick, 1990), the
rise of ‘comprehensive schools’ in the 1960s and 1970s focused on a geographically defined district with
goals of equal opportunity, collective socialisation and connection with the community.

The policy development that followed included the de-zoning of geographically constrained
schools to cater for market selection. Government schools have continued to be affected by these
changes, where ‘community’ around schools means less and less about the proximity of families to the
campus (Campbell & Proctor, 2014).

Planning of schools - Current scenario in NSW

Sydney, like other Australian capital cities, is in a current state of transformation led by strategic
planning visions that express the need to reshape the city environment with a planned focus on
infrastructure and collaboration (Greater Sydney Commission, 2018). Land economies within established
middle and inner city areas are contested between the on-going demand for housing and the need to
provide social and community assets required to make cities liveable, sustainable and able to respond to
issues of disadvantage (City of Sydney, 2008).

As more than 80% of student growth within NSW is expected to occur within metropolitan Sydney,
schools within the city area face the combined pressures of growing enrolments and scarcity of land
supply. Acknowledgement of this issue has led to changes in the physical composition of planned schools,
both in the arrangement of classroom and teaching spaces (with a renewed focus on verticality) but
also non-teaching spaces. The NSW government’s ‘School Assets Strategic Plan’ identifies key changes
in this regard and in some cases proposes the near doubling of school enrolment numbers while also
reducing spatial size by half (in effect a quadrupling of student density) (Infrastructure NSW, 2018). While
recommendations for the Plan acknowledge the required need to rethink the architecture of the school itself, an understanding of the impacts to both programmed and non-programmed open space is absent. Such quantitative approaches to school development are useful for achieving a ‘streamlined’ approach to upgrading education facilities. In New South Wales the State Environmental Planning Policy (Educational Establishments and Child Care Facilities) aims to enable a less cumbersome pathway to establish facilities within schools (Department of Planning Industry and Environment, 2017). However concern has been expressed concerning the ability of such broad planning instruments to be properly accountable for the provision of open space and density, particularly where development by-passes usual authority approvals (Federation of Parents and Citizens Associations of New South Wales, 2017).

Understanding the physical setting of schools

There is a general consensus between educators, education planners and community groups that schools well integrated into their community and offering rich assets available for both educational and community use, are beneficial for all parties (Haar & Robbins, 2002; Krishnamurthy, 2019; McKoy et al., 2011). While there is comprehensive literature to assist when planning for assets with established spatial standards (for example libraries and community halls), open space and green space issues have not received the same level of attention to inform their delivery (Evans & Freestone, 2011). This begins to shape questions around both the quantity and the quality of open space needed for a school, how the school or community might leverage existing open space within the local surroundings, and how the community might benefit from open space provided by the school.

Green open spaces

Within school planning, open space can be thought of as anything outside the land area built on, while green open space is regarded as the landscaped parts within the former (Victorian Planning Authority, 2017). Studies show that both in schools and within the community access to green space is important for the development of young children, providing it benefits not only physical health but also mental development and enhanced academic outcomes (Krishnamurthy, 2019; Nauert, 2018).

Green open space has been found to provide a vast array of benefits, particularly at the local scale (Ives et al., 2014), yet while our major cities are densifying there will be challenges to accommodate more open space within a finite land supply (City of Sydney, 2016b) and this in part forms the public opinion about a schools’ quality and performance (Baker & Gladstone, 2019). In 2019 the NSW Government announced its vision to support additional open space and parklands for Sydney (Sullivan, 2020) along with the establishment of a Greater Sydney Parklands Agency. This vision aims to empower the government to better co-ordinate land use and management through the implementation of a forthcoming
Design and Place State Environmental Planning Policy which brings contextual relationships to the fore. It is unknown at this stage how school planning will be included.

Tools such as the New South Wales Educational Facilities Standards and Guidelines (EFSG) are useful starting points to enable the efficient planning of school spaces (Department of Education, 2020). Here, basic minimum dimensions and descriptions of open play space types are included within a toolset. However, an understanding of how these dimensions have been established or the quality of the open spaces is less detailed. Similarly, objectives around landscape and the integration with community are listed, but relate to the physical context rather than the societal one.

Agreeing on the right amount of open space for schools is a challenge, though the common opinion is that bigger is not always better where the correlation between larger schools and lower student outcomes is made (Leithwood & Jantzi, 2009; Schneider, 2002). Similarly, there are arguments that the overall amount of play space matters less than the actual time available for play (Sahlberg, 2019) and that the programming and design of the space impacts physical activity in certain cases more than the quantity of open space (Grunseit et al., 2020). These findings point towards the need for consolidated and purposeful outdoor environments where physical size is balanced with opportunity and quality.

**Community benefits**

Overarching the debate about the provision of open space facilities is the theme that they are both beneficial to the student and to the community. Education facilities and their supply of playing fields, sporting halls, libraries and performing art spaces are just some of the assets that are recognised as essential to forming part of an integrated service delivery that can provide positive outcomes within a community (Mckoy et al., 2011). Schools are noted here for their ability to engage people of diverse ages and backgrounds and also through their role as established education providers, forming a position of trust within community groups (Diamond & Freudenberg, 2016).

The concept of the school as a community hub has been formed throughout varying degrees of school–community service sharing but has grown as a central point of discourse along with the theme of infrastructure delivery efficiency in general (McShane et al., 2012). In the case of open space, schools have been recognised to have the potential to act as a ‘green hub’, providing the opportunities for physical activity and other open space use to the broader community (Department of Science Information Technology Innovation and the Arts, 2011). It should be noted that this is not simply a case of adding a playing field and anticipating successful community engagement. Cases identified by the Queensland Chief Scientist and elsewhere (Haar & Robbins, 2002; Khadduri et al., 2007) show that successful outcomes within the community rely upon early formed partnerships as part of the planning process and, importantly, require schools that are designed to be open and connected to their physical neighbourhood.
Schools within the community – forming partnerships

Access to schools, sporting fields, community centres and libraries is increasingly being recognised as beneficial to increasing the quality of life and social inclusiveness within communities (City of Sydney, 2016a). Yet policy and funding change continues to leave schools facing common challenges of under-funding, ageing building stock, increasing enrolments, and increased usage demand by groups outside of the student population (Infrastructure Australia, 2019).

In 2017 the NSW Legislative council concluded an investigation into (Sydney) Inner-city public-school enrolment capacity and published seven key recommendations. The recommendations focused on: amendment of the inner city school cluster model to emphasise the importance of connecting schools with their communities; update of the NSW Department of Education demographics projections and the sharing of this information with councils; better co-ordination between State entities in the development and planning of schools including future land identification; and a requirement that standards around the assessment of land remediation (for future school use) should rely on standards set by the relevant authority (Legislative Council New South Wales, 2017). Governments have acknowledged these issues and adjusted the language around infrastructure priorities to frequently seek community benefits and participation in schools (for example; Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission, 2009) with the output of these often resulting in partnership programs and the joint use of facilities.

Both NSW and Victoria have published policy guidelines that help guide schools and local governments to move beyond simple co-location of assets and to develop ‘key community hubs’. Documents such as New South Wales’ Community Use of School Facilities implementation procedures and Victoria’s Shared Facility Partnerships - A Guide to Good Governance for Schools and the Community, give detailed guidance to schools on the process of implementing partnerships to share facilities. Reliance on participation here is not limited to the initial planning or upgrade of schools, but to their on-going success as nurturers of successful students and the enhancement of community through local networks of social support (Black, 2008). How to adequately represent the community in some cases (Sanders, 2020) or to encourage participation in others (Mcshane et al., 2012) remains a challenge. The inclusion of community stakeholders in the conversation for the planning of shared facilities is more commonly seen as a benefit to achieving positive outcomes. Continued knowledge- and success-sharing, combined with adequate resourcing to engage communities from both the government and school, will likely play a key role in the formation of these hubs.

Moving forward

The unpacking of a school into spatial ‘compartments’ has the tendency to be short-sighted in relation to the possible benefits for student and community. Holistic planning for schools and communities around open space is essential to ensure access to the benefits it provides. Policies around open space,
education and shared use continue to be developed and currently include the aim of forming better partnerships between schools and their community and improving the outcomes for both. As policy continues to evolve, policy makers’ co-operative models of engagement with all users have the potential to identify gaps and shortcomings in open space provision. While integrated school planning and innovative approaches to partnership models may promote learning spaces/community facilities that are adaptable and can support a range of activities for multiple users, on-going evaluation of these tools and policy development should be undertaken to identify positive outcomes for both students and their communities.
OUTSIDE THE CLASSROOM
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Abstract

Vertical schools are created in response to increasing residential density and land scarcity in metropolitan areas. While these schools are often short of space for children’s recreational activity, the neighbourhood is usually rich enough to offer such amenities to the students. Vertical schools also contain high-quality facilities that the community can hire out of school hours. As vertical schools and their communities become reliant on the use of shared spatial resources, their interdependencies should be considered at different stages of planning, design and management of schools. This paper aims to understand the successful urban design and planning considerations that lead to a convenient sharing of resources by vertical schools and their neighbourhoods. The possible influential physical, social and organisational dimensions have been discussed in this paper by studying the literature surrounding children’s use of school neighbourhoods and analysing five vertical schools in Australia. The review and the analysis show that the physical dimensions include the presence of recreational spaces in the school and the neighbourhood, their location and the pedestrian network connectivity between the school and the neighbourhood facilities. The social characteristics include the volume of car traffic and pedestrian traffic in the neighbourhood, and parental concerns for children’s travel to the external recreational resources. The organisational dimensions include road rules and services and the collaboration between the school and their local agencies. The study suggests that for the community to share the school and neighbourhood resources successfully, this framework may be taken into account. The shared use of facilities can strengthen the concept of vertical schools as community hubs and increase the availability of recreational resources for both children and other members of the community in high-density neighbourhoods.

Keywords: vertical schools, community hubs, recreational resources, neighbourhood facilities, school design and planning
Vertical Schools as Community Hubs in High-Density Residential Neighbourhoods

Vertical schools are created in response to increasing residential density and land scarcity in metropolitan areas. This typology is new in Australia and there are relatively few examples of multi-story educational facilities. These schools are often located in high-density residential neighbourhoods where families are most likely living in apartment buildings where children have limited space and play areas at home. While they and the apartment buildings are often short of space for children's recreational activity, the neighbourhood is usually rich enough to offer such amenities to the students. These schools often contain high-quality facilities that the community can hire and could be regarded as community hubs. As vertical schools and their communities become reliant on the use of shared spatial resources, their interdependencies should be considered at different stages of planning, design and management of the schools.

This paper presents some successful urban design and planning considerations that lead to a safe and convenient sharing of resources by vertical schools and their neighbourhoods. By drawing on a socio-ecological framework (Stokols 1992), it studies the literature surrounding children's active use of school neighbourhoods analysing five vertical schools in Australia to explore their physical, social and organisational dimensions. The analysis shows that the physical dimensions include both the characteristics of schools (presence of sports fields and common areas) and the characteristics of the neighbourhood (pedestrian network connectivity, presence of parks, library and grassed fields, and barriers for the protection of children from vehicles). The social characteristics include the number of students, volume of traffic in the neighbourhood, pedestrian traffic and parental concerns for children's travel around the neighbourhood. The organisational dimensions include road rules and services (presence of traffic control devices, street lighting, road crossing, parking lots) and collaboration between the school and their local agencies (facility management of schools and their neighbourhoods and administration of timetables for the shared use). The study suggests that for the community to share the school and neighbourhood resources successfully, these broad sets of characteristics can be used as a starting point to understand the need for developing a more comprehensive framework. The shared use of facilities can strengthen the concept of vertical schools as community hubs and increase the availability of recreational resources for both children and other members of the community in high-density neighbourhoods.

The need for vertical schools in high-density neighbourhoods

There has been a significant growth in the number of students in Australian metropolitan areas. In 2017 it was predicted that the number of students in NSW government schools would jump from 780,000 in 2016 to 944,500 by 2031 and 80 per cent of this population will occur in Sydney (Audit Office of New South Wales, 2017). Similarly, in 2016 it was predicted that Victorian schools would need to accommodate
90,000 extra students over the next five years (Victorian Department of Education and Training, 2016). In Sydney, West Central, South West and Central Sydney were expected to have an enrolment increase of 63%, with an extra 102,650 students from 2016 to 2031 (Audit Office of New South Wales, 2017). In Bourke Street Public School alone, the number of enrolments jumped from 190 in 2013 to 440 in 2019 (Bourke Street Public School Annual Report).

The increasing student populations will place pressure on schools unless there is an increase in school capacity. According to the report by the Audit Office of New South Wales (2017), five per cent, or 180 of NSW schools, are already above capacity and 10 per cent of the state's classrooms are demountable. To meet the increasing demand for school capacity, there is a need for the provision of more schools. Considering the capacity of schools in 2016, the state of New South Wales alone needed to cater for 96,500 extra primary students and 67,500 extra secondary students by 2031 to meet the population demand (Audit Office of New South Wales, 2017).

As the population grows in high-density neighbourhoods, horizontal school models are no longer financially viable. The NSW Government is increasingly looking to build vertical schools in inner-city areas where land is expensive and the population is booming. Vertical schools can meet the demand for schools and increase capacity in smaller sites.

**Vertical Schools as Community Hubs**

Vertical schools can be viewed as public infrastructure that directly benefits students as well as the broader community. Being situated in densely populated neighbourhoods, vertical schools can offer accessible amenities to the community. The Department of Education and the local councils can enter agreements such as hiring school facilities. The Ultimo Public School, for example, can offer a full-sized basketball court. Its covered outdoor learning area can be used for community weekend markets (Singhal, 2017). At South Melbourne Primary School, the community kitchen forms part of the school's canteen and its full-size indoor basketball and netball court are used by Sport and Recreation Victoria (Vukovic, 2018). Likewise, the members of the community in Richmond High and Inner Sydney High are able to hire out the schools’ multi-purpose rooms and sports facilities outside school hours (Cook, 2017; Singhal, 2018).

Students in vertical schools can benefit from a diverse range of facilities accessible in their local neighbourhood. The schools’ restricted site for children’s physical activity and limited access to natural environments are common constraints that make vertical schools reliant on the neighbourhood assets. The limited space at Ultimo Public School, for example, makes the school contingent on the available space in Wentworth Park located right opposite the street (NSW School Infrastructure, 2017). Similarly, Inner Sydney High needs exclusive access to parts of Prince Alfred Park to meet the minimum requirement of 10 square metres of open play space per student in NSW schools (City of Sydney meetings, 2018). The lack of greenery and quality outdoor spaces often negatively affects the instances of play essential to
Managing the shared use of school facilities and neighbourhood facilities requires planning at a broader scale than within the school. Apart from the presence of these facilities in the school program or in the neighbourhood, there are other influential physical, social and organisational dimensions that underpin successful shared use. Research shows that children’s active use of urban neighbourhoods is positively associated with the continuity of pedestrian network (Rosenberg et al., 2009), land use mix and diversity of use (Larsen et al., 2009; Rosenberg et al., 2009), and parents’ perception of the neighbourhood’s safety (Babb et al., 2017; Buliung et al., 2017) which itself is linked with crime safety (Rosenberg et al., 2009) and the presence of barriers for the protection of children from vehicles such as street buffer, sidewalks and trees (Kweon et al., 2017).

Previous studies also show that children’s active use of neighbourhood amenities is negatively linked with the traffic volume and transport speed (Aminpour, Bishop, and Corkery, in review) and distances to facilities (Broberg, Salminen, and Kyttä, 2012; Oliver et al., 2015; Larsen et al., 2009; Rosenberg et al., 2009). The management of available facilities out of school hours may also go beyond the capacity of school staff, and consequently, the community may not be able to hire them out (Swinburn, 2017). In a case study research project, Swinburn (2017) shows that vertical schools prefer to have private sports fields because booking these field in the neighbourhood park is subject to their availability and may not work for the students’ scheduled games and regular physical education.

A review of literature suggests multiple environmental dimensions that may need to be considered when planning and designing vertical schools to become community hubs. The next section draws on the possible influential physical, social and organisational characteristics in the context of some local case studies. The aim is to lay out the current understandings of vertical schools’ contexts and their relationship to the neighbourhood, probe expectations of how these relationships might improve in the future and demonstrate how a poor-quality link can impair the shared use of facilities.

**Case Studies**

The schools chosen as cases have common characteristics such as being newly built, located in high-density neighbourhoods with diversity of use, and in close proximity to parks or other recreational facilities (Table 1). They also feature some contrasting characteristics in terms of their connection with their neighbourhood.

**South Melbourne Primary School**

This was the first high-rise state school in Victoria, opened to primary school students and early learning students in 2018. The school (highlighted in Fig. 1) is located close to a recreational space and surrounded by offices and car parking between neighbouring buildings and along the streets (purple area...
Table 1

Selected Vertical Schools

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>School name</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Nearby park space</th>
<th>Structure/size</th>
<th>Pax</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Designed by</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>South Melbourne Primary School</td>
<td>Southbank, VIC</td>
<td>no name</td>
<td>6-storey/ 5,000 m2 block of land</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>2018</td>
<td>Hayball</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Haileybury City Campus (K-12)</td>
<td>Melbourne, VIC</td>
<td>Flagstaff Gardens</td>
<td>12-storey/ 13,000 m2</td>
<td>700</td>
<td>2017</td>
<td>Darren Carnell Architects</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ultimo Public School</td>
<td>Sydney, NSW</td>
<td>Wentworth Park</td>
<td>Sloping 3-storey</td>
<td>800</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>DesignInc, Lacoste and Stevenson, Paris-based BMC2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inner Sydney High School</td>
<td>Surry Hills, NSW</td>
<td>Prince Alfred Park</td>
<td>14-storey</td>
<td>1200</td>
<td>2020</td>
<td>FJMT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Botanic High School</td>
<td>Adelaide, SA</td>
<td>Botanic Park</td>
<td>6-storey</td>
<td>1250</td>
<td>2019</td>
<td>Cox Architecture, DesignInc</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 1

South Melbourne School Site

Source: Google Maps
The site analysis of the school suggests the presence of cars parked around the school does not encourage safe use of the nearby recreational space by the primary school-age children. Moreover, the abundance of office buildings surrounding the site and lack of commercial or residential buildings can discourage the pedestrian population around the school (Fig. 2).

The location of a school and the surrounding urban fabric can also influence both children’s and families’ use of school facilities out of school hours. The Victorian Government is working with the City of Port Phillip to ensure there is delivery of community facilities by the school. This includes the multi-purpose rooms and the indoor and outdoor sports courts (Victorian School Building Authority, n.d.). However, the school is not located in a site suitable for pedestrians being surrounded by industrial buildings and the school’s catchment area is dissected by the M1 motorway. The community may have easier access to the sports courts close to Sol Green Reserve (south of the area) being surrounded by residential buildings or Docklands Sports Courts (north of the area) if they live north of the M1 motorway (Fig. 3). Similarly, families living in the eastern school catchment area have more convenient access to the Royal Botanic Gardens than the school facilities.

**Figure 2**
*South Melbourne Primary School*

*Source: Google Street View*
Haileybury City Campus

The school is a 13,000 square-metre building with 1,500 square metres of outdoor green recreation space on three terraces and 1,000 square-metre indoor active recreation sporting facility. Considering the open play space requirement in Victorian schools (seven sqm per child) and the number of students the school is catering for (approximately 700 students), the students would need at least 4,900 metres of open play space. Given that the school has limited access to open space in-house, it becomes reliant on the use of nearby recreational spaces.

The campus is located directly opposite the Flagstaff Gardens, but the pedestrian connection between the two is not strong. Although this is a 40 km/hour area with traffic control devices such as road signals and speed controllers, King Street (the purple line in Fig. 4) is usually very busy. The safe crossing from the campus is only available with the traffic light (Fig. 5). The analysis suggests that for vertical schools to easily use the nearby natural environments, a safe and fortified pedestrian connection is required.

Ultimo Public School

The school is now catering 375 students but is expecting to accommodate an extra 525 pupils, bringing the school’s total capacity to 800 students. When the school reaches its full capacity, the playground space will be insufficient for 800 students considering NSW schools open space requirements.
(i.e. 10 square metres per student) and the school therefore becomes dependent on the use of neighbourhood open spaces during recess (Singhal, 2017).

Similar to Haileybury’s City campus, Ultimo Public School is located opposite the local park (Wentworth Park), separated from the school by a busy street. The main difference is the presence of a pedestrian bridge (in red in Fig. 6) which directly connects the school to Wentworth Park. The pedestrian bridge can provide a safe route from the school to the park during school hours.
The area surrounding the school is identified as a school zone with the speed limit of 40 km/hour during the school pick-up and drop-off time (i.e. 8-9:30 am and 2:30-4 pm) (Fig. 7). The analysis suggests that the speed limit could apply to the whole duration of school hours, if the neighbourhood facilities are to be used safely during the school program, morning tea or lunch time periods. The normal school zone rules could be adapted to the patterns of children’s presence around the vertical schools’ surrounding streets, as these schools tend to be more reliant on the use of neighbourhood facilities.

Figure 6
The pedestrian connection between Ultimo Public School and Wentworth Park by a pedestrian bridge

Source: Google Maps

Figure 7
The busy road between the Ultimo Public School and Wentworth Park

Source: Google Street View
Inner Sydney High School

This high school is located inside of the Prince Alfred Park with abundant green space and sports facilities (seven sports courts and a swimming pool). Children can access the park safely via pedestrian walkways without any disruption from car traffic (Fig. 8). The school is still accessible through Chalmers Street and Cleveland Street for pick-up or drop-off by cars. The site analysis suggests that corners of neighbourhood parks are more efficient locations for vertical schools compared to the opposite streets as they can encourage safer and more convenient use of facilities located in the parks.

The school is close to the edges of the catchment which covers suburbs as far as Woollahra, Darling Point and Pitts Point (Fig. 9). This means that children from the north of the area will be travelling distances as far as four kilometres to get to school from home. As the school is not well-connected to the precinct by cycling paths, the busy traffic roads can reduce the chances for children’s active transport.

Figure 8
The location of Inner Sydney High School in Prince Alfred Park

Source: Google Maps
options and their independent travel to school (Fig. 10). For schools to be community hubs, schools need to be located in closer proximity to the student’s home or children get a chance for active and/or independent travel (McDonald and Aalborg, 2009).

**Figure 9**
*Inner Sydney High School zone*

![Inner Sydney High School zone map](source: Schoolcatchment.com.au)

**Figure 10**
*Inner Sydney High School on the corner of Cleveland St and Chalmers St*

![Inner Sydney High School on the corner of Cleveland St and Chalmers St](source: Google Street View)
Botanic High School

Similar to Inner Sydney High School, this school is surrounded by parklands with multiple pedestrian connections. The students can have safe access not only to the abundant green space in the Botanic Gardens, but also to the museum, herbarium and conservatory, Adelaide Zoo, state library and performing arts facilities (Fig. 11). The strategic location of the school in the CBD provides the opportunity of using the neighbourhood resources in the school program. Vertical schools should be strategically located to enhance their relationship with the neighbouring facilities as the bond between this school typology and their neighbourhood tends to be stronger compared to the horizontal schools.

While schools’ abundant access to the parklands is an advantage, building a school on parklands can cause concerns if the broader picture for the school development is not clear. The idea of redeveloping hard courts on the parklands was proposed for the use of students in Botanic High School. However, the plan was refused by Adelaide City Council which believed that the school would consume too much free land (Campbell, 2016). The Council believed that developing more playing fields on the parklands is not necessary the school has already access to plenty of sporting fields within walking distance, under-utilised on weekdays and playing fields with the University of Adelaide that could be shared with the school (Campbell, 2016).

Figure 11
The neighbourhood assets surrounding Botanic High School in Adelaide

Source: Google Maps
Conclusion

The analysis of the cases shows that the land use surrounding the school neighbourhood, the pedestrian network connectivity, the location of the school in the school catchment area, and road rules and services can influence the shared use of resources. The volume and speed of traffic and the presence of car parks on the site are factors that may raise parental concerns.

Other key issues arising from the analysis of these cases were:

- safe and fortified pedestrian connections to public spaces are required;
- normal school zone rules could be adapted to the patterns of children’s presence in the schools’ surrounding streets; and
- siting schools on corners of neighbourhood parks is more efficient than building them on the streets opposite them.

These findings point to the need to strategically locate schools to enhance their relationship with the neighbouring facilities. They can be explored further to yield useful insights about how the integration of vertical schools in their neighbourhood enhances shared use of facilities for a growing bond between the schools and their communities.
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PART 2
CONNECTING WITH THE EARLY YEARS
CALVARY COMMUNITY HUB: CONCEPT DESIGNS IN RESPONSE TO THE NEEDS OF A THRIVING COMMUNITY HUB
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Abstract

The Calvary Community comprises Calvary Lutheran Primary School, Calvary Lutheran Church, Calvary Kindergarten, Noarlunga Children's Centre, an Opportunity Shop, Men's Shed, and Emergency Housing in Morphett Vale, South Australia. This paper outlines how ‘Family Zone’, a model that aims to bring together a range of support programs to break a generational cycle of marginalisation, will be adopted to create a thriving Calvary Community Hub. This parenting program developed by Lutheran Community Care focuses on family wellbeing by providing access to needs-based professional and volunteer assistance. Building trust and rapport is the key to long term relationship change and improved lifelong outcomes. The existing co-location can be enhanced by developing a common vision and purpose. Overcoming operational barriers and sharing resources is a challenge. A collaborative and cooperative approach can deliver on the aspirations articulated in this paper. Architectural concept designs developed in response to the needs of a thriving Calvary Community Hub are provided.

Keywords: family wellbeing, improved lifelong outcomes
Calvary Community Hub:  
**Concept Designs in Response to the Needs of a Thriving Community Hub**

In 2019 Calvary Lutheran Primary School embarked on a journey of assisting families to build their social and emotional capacity and become interdependent. Some of the families associated with the Calvary community linger in a cycle of abuse, poverty and hopelessness and find it challenging to bring about change in their own lives. Calvary Family Zone is an opportunity to improve connections with school and community by providing a stepping-stone for families. This is a place and service that can bridge the gap between school and government agencies such as the Department for Child Protection (DCP) and Child and Adolescent Mental Health Services (CAMHS).

The goal of this program is for families to stay connected with the Calvary community even after their children have graduated. The provision of settings that facilitate connection with others in a safe and non-judgemental environment has the potential to significantly reduce the impact of adverse childhood experiences resulting from childhood trauma. The objective of Calvary Family Zone within a school setting is to increase the likelihood of children being able to regularly and actively engage in their learning and to build their capacity for improved lifelong outcomes. This paper identifies the aims, describes the strategic intent, illustrates the design concept and lists the key challenges associated with developing the Calvary Community Hub.

**Background and Key Aims**

Reducing the impact of childhood stress is a key aim of the Calvary Family Zone. There is evidence that childhood stress can change neural systems and that this lasts a lifetime (Burke Harris, 2018). Timely interventions can help retrain the brain and body, foster resilience and help children, families and adults live healthier and happier lives. Children are especially sensitive to trauma because their brains and bodies are developing. A large and growing body of research indicates that toxic stress during childhood can harm the most basic levels of the nervous, endocrine and immune systems and that such exposure can even alter the physical structure of DNA (Mercy & Houly, 2019). Some children and families attending Calvary Lutheran Primary School have been exposed to physical, sexual and emotional abuse and neglect, growing up in a household where a parent is mentally ill and/or substance dependent. If we work to address the impact of adverse childhood experiences in both adults and children, then we have an opportunity to support change in the short and long term. Our focus is to support adults to build capacity, to identify their own trauma, to support them to manage their lives and by implication, reduce the negative influences on their children.

Children do not focus and engage with learning if they are distracted by social and emotional concerns. Conventional academic curricula are focused almost entirely on the world around us and pay little attention to the inner world. We see the results of that every day in boredom, disengagement,
stress, bullying, anxiety, depression and dropping out. These are human issues, and they call for human responses (Robinson, 2015). Parents and teachers have the greatest influence on a child. The power of positive teacher-student relationships is critical for learning to occur. It is not so much the structure of the family but rather the beliefs and expectations of the adults in the home that contribute most to achievement (Hattie, 2009). A significant impact on student well-being and the ability to attend to learning would increase if we could positively influence social and emotional issues.

We can support change by offering a place within the school setting and community where families feel closely connected. We envisage facilitating access to supporting agencies and professionals who can provide financial counselling, speech therapy, behaviour counselling, parenting groups, fitness classes, playgroup, food preparation sessions and early intervention programs for parents and children such as the ‘Circle of Security’ course. Associated help includes supporting children learning from home, homework club, breakfast club and providing healthy lunches.

**Strategic Intent**

According to the Calvary Lutheran Primary School (CPLS) Strategic Intent (2020), CPLS aims to prepare all students to be able to ‘reach for success’ in relationships, engagement and achievement, with Christ-centred holistic learning. The school’s strategy is organised as four pillars; learning, wellbeing, high quality teaching and an eco-system of partnerships. Calvary Family Zone connects an eco-system of partnerships by forming supportive networks and collaborations. Partnerships with allied health and external professionals are expected to support our goal to build a strong and thriving Community Hub. The pillars are aligned with, and support, the achievement of our school ‘REACH’ philosophy of connecting and serving others within a safe, inclusive and supportive community. They are also synergistic with the vocational practices outlined in the ‘Growing Deep Leadership and Formation Framework’ (Lutheran Education Australia, 2016) which comprise excellence in learning, ongoing improvement and innovation strengthening Lutheran identity, community building and leading effective organisation and management.

Schools are funded to deliver education and an education system is all about learning. Effective learning occurs within a network, security, context, connection and sense of belonging. What happens outside school is manifest in a student’s social and emotional behaviour and this hinders learning. Transition for parents and caregivers is as important as transition for students and needs to be part of the school culture.

**The Vision**

The vision for the Calvary Community Hub is to create a community of support networks where families and individuals are able to develop their skills in a range of areas. Capacity and skills development can help reduce the likelihood of making poor choices that result in family members being placed in the care of the government agencies they are trying to avoid. Creating and sustaining safe, stable, nurturing
relationships and environments for all children and families can prevent adverse childhood experiences and help all children reach their full health and life potential (Mercy & Houly 2019). By providing support and opportunities for growth through rich community connection, we also hope to create a culture of ‘pay it forward’ where families go on to contribute to Calvary Family Zone through volunteering and supporting others. Growing capacity in our young people and families and strengthening life skills, resilience and discernment can assist in developing communities of hope.

The school has created a new job description called the ‘Calvary Family Zone Connector’. The role of the connector is to find and leverage existing local programs, resources and services. Calvary Lutheran Church provides a venue for a breakfast club, professional sharing and debriefing, food hampers through the Community Care Pantry, Thursday Community Lunches and the provision of take home meals when requested. Lutheran Community Care provides counselling services, parent education and workshops and the opportunity to provide placements for students studying counselling. The City of Onkaparinga offers a range of services and initiatives as part of Community Development and Healthier Cities. The local Community Garden across the road from the campus and Foodbank SA, OzHarvest and The Food Embassy all connect community through food.

One of the recent success stories is the Foodbank Fresh Food Fridays Program. Twenty food hampers are delivered to school each week. These are discretely distributed ‘on the way home’ to students of families who will not have food equity for the weekend. Sharing and caring in a tangible and practical manner develops and deepens trust and connections with people and community.

**The Design Concept**

The concept is to locate Calvary Family Zone at the heart of the campus rather than within an isolated re-purposed room. This is a move towards a welcoming single front door model of multi-service delivery in a school setting and central to the philosophy that underpins this initiative. The appended architectural drawings illustrate the proposal to infill an existing courtyard and link buildings that accommodate administrative and learning hub functions. The footprint of new and altered floor area is modest (see Fig. 1 to 6). The intent is to provide a welcoming, informal and safe place. The central space is configured as a circle to warmly embrace the users of the space within a restful backdrop of lush garden and green wall. Areas can be open or segregated to suit a range of user groups and programs using curtains and glazed sliding doors for visual and acoustic privacy. Secure and monitored entry to the school is maintained with electronic locking and visual supervision from the school's administration team. New automated sliding doors are used at two secured entries.

The design intent is to provide a comfortable environment that uplifts the human spirit. This will be achieved with informal loose furnishings, raised ceilings, generous daylight provision and a place to access decent coffee and tea. The radiating timber strips on the ceilings connect with the perimeter
Figure 1
Calvary Community Hub: Site Plan

Source: Peter Moeck Architect

Figure 2
Calvary Community Hub: Proposed Concept Design

Source: Peter Moeck Architect
Figure 3
Calvary Community Hub: Garden Forecourt

Source: Peter Moeck Architect

Figure 4
Calvary Community Hub: West Entry View to Hub and Nook

Source: Peter Moeck Architect
**Figure 5**

*Calvary Community Hub: Lounge View to Garden*

Source: Peter Moeck Architect

**Figure 6**

*Calvary Community Hub: Entry View to Hub and Lounge*

Source: Peter Moeck Architect
structural fins that define the circle reflecting a sunshine theme that represents hope for the future. This informal environment is visually and physically connected to the administration functions and set within a north facing garden setting. The Community Hub is strategically placed and accessible at the heart of the campus and the role of the Calvary Family Zone Connector will be placed front and centre.

The Challenges

There are two challenges facing the development of the Family Zone at Calvary. The first challenge is that the co-located organisations are currently working autonomously with limited connectivity to each other. It is important to address this challenge because there are many opportunities to share and collaborate for community benefit. Evidence lends support to locating place-based initiatives in places already connected with the local community such as schools (Brettig, 2020). The co-located model can thrive and flourish in an arrangement where there are positive attitudes regarding community mission and the aspirations to uplift and bring stability to families in crisis and in need. This will also share the load and can reduce the financial and volunteer strain on the church as an autonomous service provider.

The second challenge is to develop co-ownership of the vision and approach. Whilst families have historically demonstrated reluctance to attend support evenings such as parenting sessions and information evenings, strategies that are being considered to develop co-ownership include the sharing of stories that demonstrate successful connection, cooperation and collaboration because ‘word of mouth’ referrals are a sustainable marketing strategy.

The next step is to secure funding from the SA Independent Schools Block Grant Authority to make the design concepts a reality. We are aiming to build in 2023.
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Abstract

Schools can be vitally important centres of family safety and wellbeing, as evidenced by the Family Zone managed by Lutheran Community Care at Ingle Farm Primary School in northern Adelaide. The co-location of the Family Zone occurred through a lease agreement with the SA Minister of Education, works in close affiliation with school leadership, and is funded through Commonwealth, state, philanthropic and local donor sources. The Family Zone sustains access to health, family wellbeing and child protection services alongside the school and a co-located state-funded Children’s Centre. This arrangement offers a case study of a particular model of schools as community hubs. The community benefit of the Family Zone prompts suggestions for policy development to optimise the re-utilisation of existing school facilities and the design and provision of new school-based resources to achieve enhanced community connections and wellbeing.
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The Family Zone: A School based Multi-Partnership Approach to Child and Family Wellbeing

Schools in Australia are increasingly called upon to support families in diverse ways that exceed their original core purpose of education. In regions experiencing complex socioeconomic disadvantage there is growing recognition that schools are key sites to connect with families that are otherwise difficult for mainstream services to reach. The South Australian Education Department’s Schools as Community Hubs initiative has recognised the latent potential of schools as broader community resources (Department for Education and Child Development 2017), and the National Community Hubs Program delivered by Community Hubs Australia has explicitly identified schools as the key service locations for their Hub initiative, recognising the potential for this model to improve community awareness and connections for isolated families, and to support the school readiness, literacy and social confidence of children (Wong, Press and Cumming 2015; Rushton et al 2017).

Schools can become important centres of family safety and wellbeing, as evidenced by the Family Zone managed by Lutheran Community Care at Ingle Farm Primary School in northern Adelaide. The Family Zone is co-located with Ingle Farm Primary School through a lease agreement with the SA Minister of Education, works in close affiliation with school leadership, and is funded through Commonwealth, state, philanthropic and local donor sources. The Family Zone sustains access to health (WHO 1948), family wellbeing (AIHW 2015) and child protection services alongside the school and a co-located state-funded Children’s Centre.

**Family Zone Services**

The hub-based service range of the Family Zone has developed over time in direct response to local family needs, with service direction governed by Lutheran Community Care in relationship with service partners and the school community. The objectives and outcomes of the Family Zone are expressed through an internally developed Theory of Change (see Figure 1). Theories of change are defined by Mayne (2015) as ‘(m)odels for depicting how interventions are meant to work’.

The Family Zone responds to compromised parental wellbeing, supporting parents with limited capability, encouraging parents with low levels of child focus, or supporting families through relationship breakdowns. Referrals from the Department of Child Protection and the Family Court are frequent and are most often focused on the needs and requirements of parents. The Family Zone must therefore navigate a system that is seeking the compliance of adults and the achievement of outcomes by and for adults, in order to reach the children involved. Providing services and supports to for parents while ultimately having the best interests of their children in mind requires continual care to maintain the engagement of parents. At times, there can be clashes with the objectives and priorities of referring parties; however, the accessibility of the Family Zone and the growing need for services of this nature in the community means that referrals are not likely to be compromised by the persistence of a child-focused approach.
Lutheran Community Care
Family Zone Theory of Change

**Risk Criteria**
- Low parental wellbeing:
  - Parental mental health, post-natal depression
  - Parental vulnerability / isolation
  - History of parental trauma (based on factors including abuse, neglect, critical incidents, family instability, DV, etc)
  - Parental health problems, fluctuations in wellbeing
  - Alcohol and drug misuse, engagement in drug culture
- Relationship problems:
  - Problematic parental relationship breakdown / separation / conflict
  - Domestic & family violence
  - Child abuse, neglect, trauma
  - Parental complications
  - Material instability
  - Homelessness / ex-custody transition
- Disengagement from services and supports, inflexibility towards alternative responses
- Intergenerational trauma / poverty / abuse / structural disadvantage

**Inputs**
- Service environment: safe, accessible, welcoming, warm
- Personnel: skills, trained, mentored, supported
- Funding: donor base, funding channels
- Partnerships: inter-agency / professional / cross-sector service / referral
- Knowledge: Home visiting, parenting skills, playgroups, methodologies, evidence based
- Operational support

**Activities / Outputs**
- Relationship
- Accessible Service Environment
- Material Assistance
- Home Visiting
- Parent Education
- Parent & Family Social Support
- Outreach Services
- Playgroups
- Mobile Creche
- Supported Access
- Family Observation / Court Reports

**Short Term Outcomes**
- Meaningful first engagement, formation of trust relationship which facilitates access to full range of service options
  - Child safety improved via rapid response to initial assessment
  - Parental supports established through linkage to opportunities to develop networks and capabilities
  - Child development pathways established in a context of safety, relationship and play

**Medium Term Outcomes**
- Established safe home and family environments for children
  - Developed parenting skills, networks and resources for key carers
  - Established developmental trajectories for children with identified supports, linkages and resources

**Long Term Impacts**
- Sustained child safety and wellbeing
  - Stable, child-focused families with sustained parental wellbeing, resilience, self-awareness and independence
  - Intergenerational advancement (material, relational, developmental, structural) – children reaching a higher and broader potential than their parents
The longstanding lease arrangement with the Department of Education has allowed the Family Zone to take a long-term and holistic approach to complex problems. This means that, in some cases, significant improvements in family circumstances, parental behaviours and attitudes, and child wellbeing have been attained. For some families a short term, targeted programmatic intervention cannot address longstanding and overlapping risk factors.

The Challenge of Explaining Change

A drawback of this approach is that it is very difficult to measure the impact of the service using standard program performance measurement tools. Due to the highly integrated nature of service delivery, where families may be linked into several programs including home visiting, parent education, social support and playgroups alongside compulsory activities related to the Department of Child Protection or the Family Court, it is difficult to describe the processes at work, much less evaluate them. It has been considered that a whole of service impact evaluation exercise, incorporating interviews with families and young people who have had long-term involvement in the Family Zone service environment, would provide a reasonable picture of the factors involved in change for families and individuals via contact with the service over time. The benefits in terms of explanation to key stakeholders, including government, funders and referring parties, means that it is worthwhile considering an activity of this nature in the future. However, this would be a costly and time-consuming exercise.

Attempts have been made to link the outcomes of the Family Zone to the program theory of Funnell and Rogers (2011) as it pertains to complex service environments. Their work refers to the pre-eminence of emergent factors, flexibility and adaptability in complex service work. Rather than people's needs and service responses following a clearly defined, predictable and formulaic pattern, the planning and delivery of services is maintained in an emergent and adaptive state. This method of working requires the dropping of assumptions about individual and family backgrounds, conditions and potentials, and is intrinsically client-centred as a result.

As per the work of Tim Moore (2016; 2018) on evidence-informed practice, the achievement of values’ alignment with participating families is an essential step in acceptance of services and of progress towards positive outcomes. Research in this area is now being adopted by the SA Early Intervention Research Directorate as a framework for facilitating systemic change of the state's child protection system (Early Intervention Research Directorate 2019). Values alignment requires deep listening and flexibility on the part of the Family Zone team. It also requires an acceptance that for optimal engagement with families, adopting the goals identified by the family as initial goals for achievement is necessary. Skill is required to achieve values alignment in this service context, not only in terms of the people skills involved in empowering disadvantaged and often traumatised families to take the lead in their own development, but also because it is often the case that families have been referred to the Family Zone by agencies with a
specific agenda for change. In all of this complexity, it is the creation of a safe and welcoming environment and the development of relationship – with families, parents, children, and referring parties from child protection and the Family Court – which creates a medium for this work to occur.

The Family Zone has developed a client-centred and holistic approach intuitively over more than ten years of practice, and it is only now that emerging theory (Moore 2018; Moore 2016; Mitchell 2014; Cook and Miller 2012) supporting these approaches is being linked to the established practices within the service. It is important to continue this effort in order to validate the work that occurs and to develop efficient platforms for communicating the complexity involved in these intensive and longitudinal transactions.

School Space Utilisation and Intersection with the School Environment

Provision of indoor and outdoor areas through the lease agreement with the SA Education Department has enabled spaces for welcome, offices, meetings, service delivery, health and therapeutic consultations, storage, and play. Areas within the lease agreement have changed and developed over time in response to the needs of service recipients and staff. Access to services by the general community on school grounds is managed by Family Zone staff in close communication with school leadership.

The use of school space by the Family Zone has been highly adaptive. As evidenced by the service’s theory of change, a broad range of services and activities have evolved to meet the needs of diverse families. The intersection of the Family Zone with the broader school environment displays some interesting dynamics. The Family Zone environment has been recognised by some school students as a safe drop-in space, which creates opportunities for relationship building with these children, and in some cases, with their family. The school has recognised that the Family Zone can serve as a space for students to calm down where behaviours are spiralling out of control, and the space is sometimes used to support students to remain at school and avoid suspension.

Partnerships

Partnerships are a key aspect of providing a service of this nature. As mentioned above, the partnership with the Department of Education and with the school leadership at Ingle Farm Primary School are fundamentally important for providing a base of operations and a direct link into the local community. The Department of Child Protection and the Family Court are currently the referring partners but there are hopes that this can develop into a more strategic relationship in future, since the goals of the parties involved are closely aligned.

The Family Zone has also been successful in securing partnerships with health services, allied health providers and mental health professionals in relation to providing broad health and therapeutic supports to families who have multiple and complex needs.
Comparative Approaches

It is noteworthy that approaches similar to the Family Zone have developed in other parts of SA and Australia. Fleurieu Families based in Victor Harbour operates an equivalent service, offering support to vulnerable and at-risk families in the form of home visiting, parent education, play groups and other child development activities, as well as being a pathway to other local mainstream services. Capital Region Community Services (formerly Belconnen Community Service) in Canberra, ACT is an interstate example offering a similar approach.

Conclusion

The Family Zone at Ingle Farm, developed and sustained for more than a decade through a complex array of partnerships and relationships, offers a case study of a particular model of schools as community hubs. The community benefit of the Family Zone prompts suggestions for policy development to optimise the re-utilisation of existing school facilities and the design and provision of new school-based resources to achieve enhanced community connections and wellbeing. The immediate challenge to overcome in this regard is the need for a well-defined impact evaluation statement which can explain and validate the value of this integrated, holistic and longitudinal approach to supporting families.

The relationship of the Family Zone to its school-based tenure has been a critical aspect in the service’s success over the past decade and it is hoped that this partnership can continue for the benefit of families across northern Adelaide, for many decades to come. It would be valuable for a national audit of services of this nature to be undertaken, and to see how they interact and intersect with school environments. The future planning of school sites for family and community wellbeing would benefit from this effort.
THE FAMILY ZONE
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Abstract

The built environment plays an important role in the Our Place approach to improving outcomes for children, families and communities. Our Place is a holistic place-based approach to supporting the education, health and development of all children and families in disadvantaged communities. It utilises the universal platform of a school. Single, shared entrances in Our Place sites are a key feature of the approach. This entails a deliberate attempt to change the way schools are used by communities and the way services and supports are offered to vulnerable families. The expansion of the Our Place approach from one site to ten schools across the state has brought about many barriers to implementing the ideal entrance concept. This is due to the diverse nature of the communities and the differences in the level of influence over building design and construction. In the absence of a formal evaluation of the single, shared entrance concept, this paper will explore emerging themes around scaling up the Our Place outcomes focused, place-based initiative utilising schools as a universal platform.
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Our Place: Opening the School Gates to the Community

Our Place is a holistic place-based approach to supporting the education, health and development of all children and families in disadvantaged communities by utilising the universal platform of a school. An initiative of the Colman Foundation, Our Place works in partnership with the Victorian Government led by the Department of Education and Training (DET). The approach is being employed in ten schools across the state to improve outcomes for children and families in disadvantaged communities. The Our Place initiative has philanthropic funding for ten years in each of its sites. Our Place evolved over eight years from the experiences at Doveton College, located in the outer south-east Melbourne suburb of Doveton. Having opened in 2012, Doveton College operates as a family-centred universal platform providing an integrated model of education and community support for families in an area experiencing significant disadvantage.

The Our Place approach includes five elements or evidence-based strategies that contribute to achieving desired outcomes: high-quality early learning, health and development; high-quality schooling; wrap-around health and wellbeing services; engagement and enrichment activities for children; and adult engagement, volunteering, learning and employment.

The role of schools in Our Place

Our Place schools not only support children to achieve their education potential, they also have partnerships in place to provide families access to a range of onsite resources and services offering additional support to ensure children are ready and able to learn effectively. Research suggests that children experiencing social and economic disadvantage may require greater levels of support. With parents and guardians more engaged and involved at the school, including through learning opportunities of their own, the school becomes a community learning centre rather than a place that separates children from the world of adults and the wider community (Edgar, 2001).

Utilising schools as a universal platform to support disadvantaged communities can result in powerful change. When implemented with strong engagement of local community leaders and service providers, schools can offer services and support at the place where children and families come every day. They use a highly accessible, non-stigmatising universal platform to build relationships, identify needs and aspirations, and reduce barriers to accessing support, and they build on the aspirations all families have for their children to learn and succeed (Moore et al., 2017; Sanjeevan, McDonald & Moore, 2012).

The single, shared entrance as a key feature of Our Place

A key feature of the Our Place approach is having a single, shared entrance to a combined, purpose-built school, early learning centre and family support space, with community spaces and a welcoming reception (Figures 1). The single, shared entrance physically opens up the school and early years’ centre to the local community allowing stigma-free access to additional services and opportunities (Figure 2). This is particularly important for vulnerable families who consistently report barriers to
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Figure 1
Example of an Our Place single, single shared entrance shown in architectural plans

Source: Our Place

Figure 2
Example of an Our Place welcoming environment

Source: Our Place
accessing and engaging with services (Moore et al., 2014; Valentine and Hilferty, 2012; Yule, 2015).

The Our Place approach is based on learnings from a range of international and Australian models, including Toronto First Duty in Canada, the Elizabeth Centre in the United States and Sure Start in the United Kingdom. While not an entirely new concept, having as a key feature a single, shared entrance to a range of supports and services located on a school site is unique.

Our Place works with the Victorian Schools Building Authority (VSBA) and their appointed architects in the design phase to ensure the entrance is welcoming for families, while providing a clear entry point to the range of services and supports on offer on site. Our Place sites typically offer the provision of early learning from birth, as well as playgroups, child health care and parenting support, health and wellbeing support services, including allied health and general practitioners. A single entrance means that families can be easily directed to the supports they need in a seamless and transparent manner, where agencies work as one to deliver support in a coordinated approach.

The single, shared entrance provides opportunities for families and service providers to meet informally and casually interact. Staff located at entrances aim to be non-judgmental and welcoming so that families have seamless access to education and support. The aim is for a ‘no wrong door’ policy and a single storytelling experience with the school at the centre of the community. Our Place entrances aim to be safe, family-friendly, appealing spaces designed for adults to establish friendships, develop informal support networks and a sense of belonging. They are also where adults can access practical supports, including internet connectivity, brochures and job boards.

**Doveton College – the Our Place demonstration site**

As a greenfield site, Doveton College’s single, shared entrance was specifically designed to support the community from the minute they walked in the door. After eight years of operation, Doveton College is now a fully operational community-focused site with many activities for children and their families. Programs for engaging adults are working particularly well, with on average more than 250 adults engaged and participating in community programs, education and volunteering each year.

While the effect of having a single, shared entrance at Doveton College has not been formally evaluated, a parent survey conducted by the Our Place Research and Evaluation team in 2018 (n=68) indicated that most felt welcome on school grounds, including the entrance. Over half (52 per cent) reported feeling ‘very welcome’ at the entrance, and 29 per cent ‘extremely welcome’. Parent feedback highlighted the entrance provided a warm welcome underpinned by supportive staff: ‘Staff always greet me and always seem willing and available to discuss my children.’

Most parents said they now felt more welcome at the school compared to when they first came (63 per cent), while 31 per cent felt about the same.
Interviews with parents involved in Doveton College since it opened highlighted how comfortable parents felt on site:

From everything else that had been in Doveton it was brand new and looked a bit out of place. But when you walk through the doors and everyone was welcoming it was great. Right from the beginning. Within a couple of weeks, you’d walk through the door and you’d be greeted from the staff all the way through. It became like a second home.

**Implementing the approach beyond Doveton**

Unlike Doveton, which is a site operating under a single entity (the school), in other locations, Our Place and DET are working to create integrated facilities in both build and mindset. Building on the experiences of Doveton College, the approach is being implemented in ten communities throughout Victoria. Sites are selected based on a need to improve educational outcomes, quantifiable disadvantage, planned infrastructure works and local interest in integrated infrastructure and service delivery.

Our Place sites reflect a mix of metropolitan (Doveton, Bridgewood, Carlton, Frankston North, Westall) and regional (Robinvale, Northern Bay, Morwell, Seymour, Mooroopna) communities. Within the 10 communities there are 11 building sites (Frankston North includes two separate buildings). Most have a single, shared entrance built into their design, however, several are not in use yet for various reasons (Table 1). Three sites, including Doveton, are new buildings, while four are refurbished existing buildings, and two are a combination of both.

| **Table 1**  |
| **Our Place sites** |
| **Our Place site** | **Build Year** | **Single, shared entrance** | **Site type** |
| Doveton | 2012 | Yes | New build |
| Bridgewood | 2018 | Yes - but not in use yet | New build |
| Carlton | 2018 | Yes - but not in use yet | Refurbishment |
| Robinvale | 2018 | No | Refurbishment |
| Northern Bay (Corio) | 2019 | Yes | Combination |
| Morwell | 2019 | Yes | Refurbishment |
| Seymour | 2019 | No | Refurbishment |
| Frankston North - Mahogany Rise & Aldrercourt | 2020 | Yes - but not in use yet | Combination |
| Mooroopna | 2020 | Yes - but not in use yet | New build |
| Westall | tbc | tbc | tbc |

*Note: Frankston North includes two separate site buildings but make up one Our Place ‘community site’. Westall’s build year, entrance and site type is yet to be confirmed.*
Emerging themes

*Involvement of Our Place in the design phase*

In some cases, Our Place joined the partnership overseeing site design after the appointment of architects and design development. Ideally Our Place would be involved in the design and build phase of all its sites, contributing to ideas and discussions to ensure evidence-based elements are incorporated.

At sites where Our Place has joined after the commencement of the design phase, emphasis is placed on exploring how a virtual single, shared entrance approach can operate in principle. In more recent builds, the process of considering design features that enable activation of a single entrance and shared usage has been smoother. All parties involved, including Our Place, VSBA and DET, are familiar with undertaking such a consultative process.

The first site established after Doveton College, while not experiencing socioeconomic disadvantage, is within a new suburb facing significant growth with limited services. It was conceptualised by state and local government prior to Our Place involvement and designed to have one main entrance with a shared reception area for school, early years and health and wellbeing services; however, there are four entry points in total. Since opening in 2018, the main entrance has not been widely used because the front car park is incomplete, leaving it less prominent than other entrances. However, all entrances are clearly signed, and visitors can find their way to reception via a ‘yellow brick road’.

*Working within existing school structures*

Adapting existing school sites for broader community use is challenging. The design of several sites is constrained by existing school structures, mostly due to a combination of cost and space. One is a vertical school located within a pocket of significant disadvantage in inner-city Melbourne. As an ‘infill’ site, the school is made of the same materials and built, similarly to the neighbouring government housing flats, with lots of imperfections. The existing external structure was kept and the interior refurbished, raising the primary school and converting the ground floor into sessional kindergarten and long day care spaces. The creation of two reception areas has hampered the desired level of integration. Ground floor services were activated in early 2020 and partners are working to address this.

Another site requiring a restructure of an existing building is located within a regional community. The build is a refit of an existing school that has experienced multiple restructures, namely the addition of an early years and administrative space and a community library. Given the existing infrastructure, a shared, single entrance was not possible. However, effort has been made to ensure the library is accessible to the broader community, and plans are underway to enhance the prominence of the new early years space and connect it physically through an ‘alfresco’ style external walkway.
Perceptions of safety and security

Perceptions of safety and security have arisen in some sites in response to the idea of opening up schools to adults, with some resistance to an open and shared entrance. Concern also emerged around non-school staff and community members being on site outside school opening hours. This was particularly the case for areas with low levels of perceived safety. In these sites, Our Place works with stakeholders to explore real and perceived risks and explore processes to ensure children, family and staff safety are a priority. This often involves exploring ways to address the perceived risks without needing to put in place a physical barrier that could prevent families from freely entering school grounds.

Resources to enable the shared, single entrance to work

The presence of a single, shared entrance alone does not guarantee the Our Place approach will work. Instead, the facilities and infrastructure, including the entrance, can encourage staff from different agencies to work together in welcoming and supporting families into a community focused school. Placing skilled and dedicated Our Place staff on the ground at each site forges connections between families, schools and the wider community, helping to support all partners.

At some sites, issues have arisen when deciding which partner agency would take responsibility for the main reception area. This important function includes being the ‘front face’ of the site, navigating services and ensuring families find the support they need. To address this, significant work to develop an understanding of the Our Place approach and build a strong partnership has been undertaken so that staff can compensate for the physical environment. By engaging in co-design supports such as playgroups, kindergarten to school transition strategies, and a strong focus on building awareness of each other’s offerings and processes, families are able to receive appropriate connection and support regardless of the contact point.

Planning a single site with multiple partners

While Doveton was established as a single entity covering the early years, school and health and wellbeing services, subsequent Our Place sites require negotiation with a range of partners, all of whom work within different systems, layers of government and organisational requirements. The Our Place approach looks at the ‘system’ through the eyes of families and children and seeks to change approaches in place that are not working for families. This is challenging within a single organisation but takes on a new dimension when multiple players are involved (Dart, 2018). To assist with this, Our Place employs staff experienced in community engagement at each site whose primary responsibility is trust and relationship-building amongst partners and supporting them to work together towards a common goal.

A need for further evaluation

Research and evaluation are core components of the Our Place approach, aiming to document and examine both process and impact throughout the implementation process. Further evaluation of the
impact of the approach, including sites’ designs, is needed. In order to promote the concept of schools as community centres and the benefit of single, shared entrances, evidence of the approach’s benefits is required. Our Place intends to utilise the learnings captured from its ten sites to build evidence and understanding of the specific impact of the single, shared entrance concept.

Conclusions

In scaling up the Our Place approach to ten sites across Victoria, the importance of building design that enables a shared and welcoming entrance is key. While building design alone does not create a welcoming and safe entry space for families, it is made easier if it is there in a physical sense. The role of a family-centred mindset and practices to make the best use of the available physical environment come to the fore when the ideal built environment is unavailable.
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PARTNERING FOR BETTER COMMUNITY OUTCOMES
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Abstract

This case study demonstrates a successful merging of previously separate community, school, cultural, health, wellbeing, and tertiary facilities within a new hub in the regional centre of Young, New south Wales (NSW). It describes the collaboration between state and local government, architects, educators and community representatives. It details the conception of the facility from within the community, the multiple stakeholders and policies involved and the architectural response to a complex brief, a fortuitous multilayered historical site, and a diverse cultural context. Australia wide, Governments are searching for more effective and efficient use of public infrastructure. Shared use of schools, whereby they are encouraged to make their facilities available for community use, is relatively common in the State of NSW. It is only recently that ‘joint use’ projects which involve significant investments by multiple parties have been promoted in that State. Joint use projects have the potential to open myriad learning opportunities for a community. For example, there are few places of public infrastructure that represent the learning culture and pulse of a school, or community, like a library. For communities, the information they contain, the events hosted, and the spaces for hire are intrinsically tied to the culture of the local community. In secondary schools, libraries remain at the heart of learning. They are places that students inevitably gravitate to as a space for collaborative project work, social interaction, meetings, and events. In regional towns, the roles of both are magnified. These library aspirations both complement and compete, while opening up opportunities for use of a wide variety of school learning facilities by the community and re-integrating school with the broader community.
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A 21st Century Learning Hub: A Case Study of a ‘Joint Use’ School and Community Learning Facility

Hayball Architects collaborated with School Infrastructure NSW (SINSW), Young High School (YHS), Hilltops Council, State Libraries NSW, community service groups and community members of Hilltops Local Government Area to design a joint use Library and Community Learning Facility. The project demonstrates a successful merging of previously separate facilities to create a new community learning hub in the regional centre of Young, NSW.

Defining Terms

The terms ‘community hub’, ‘shared use’, and ‘joint use’ conjure up a variety of meanings for different people. For the term ‘community hub’, Clandfield (2010) proposes a ‘five point continuum extending from the community use of schools to the fully integrated school-community relationship’ to describe various types of community use of school facilities.

NSW Department of Education encourages schools to engage in ‘shared use’, or ‘community use of school facilities …, [whereby] schools are encouraged to make their facilities available for use by the community’ (NSW Department of Education, 2020). Shared use is where a school controls a facility on its grounds but allows related community use during out-of-school hours, or when a local Council controls a facility such as a park or swimming pool but allows schools to book the use of the facility. Shared use of school and community sports facilities and halls is relatively common in NSW and leads to more effective use of infrastructure.

In its School Assets Strategic Plan, School Infrastructure NSW (SINSW) (2017) states its intention to develop stronger partnerships and increased joint and shared use of school facilities. Joint use involves a school sharing and funding facilities with a community partner, such as managing a sports ground with a local council. SINSW defines ‘joint use’ as:

... where the department and other parties make significant investments (land and/or capital) in new facilities, upgrading facilities or maintaining facilities. The asset is typically shared between the school and the other parties over an extended period of time, or the lifetime of the asset. These projects are voluntary and intended to be of mutual benefit to all parties (NSW Department of Education, Policy Library, 2020) [emphases added].

In line with its intention to develop stronger partnerships, SINSW (2018) has also promoted the notion of Schools as Community Hubs and identified four fundamental principles underpinning Schools as Community Hubs:

• Developing more socially cohesive societies.
• Re-connecting learning with life and enabling learning anywhere, anytime with anyone.
• The sensible, collaborative use of assets through joint use developments and partnerships.
• Increasing socio-economic benefit/value-add (SINSW, 2018).

Joint use facilities and community hubs as proposed by SINSW create the opportunity for NSW State Schools to develop as true two-way community hubs, with a fully integrated school-community relationship as per Clandfield's (2010) continuum. In the case of an existing school, such as YHS, this opportunity will necessarily be constrained by the need for refurbishment and the needs of the community.

In rural and regional areas there is a strongly held belief that schools are ‘central to being a community’ (Halsey, 2018). This belief is rarely imagined as a fully integrated school-community relationship. However, the belief does provide fertile ground to develop a true two-way community hub as will be seen in the case of YHS and the Hilltops community.

**Vision and Guiding Parameters**

Establishing alignment between all parties with regard to both the vision and the operational requirements is the greatest challenge in developing and implementing a joint use project. Without alignment to a shared vision a joint use project will not be sustainable. Fundamental steps in this project were establishing the shared vision and commitment to this vision, deriving the guiding design principles and understanding and integrating the various sets of policies, regulations and requirements of different government departments.

**Opportunities, Synergies and Vision**

The vision for the project, ‘Supporting Whole of Life Learning for Hilltops’ grew out of synergy between a number of YHS initiatives and needs identified by Hilltops Council and community members. Young Shire Council2 Cultural Infrastructure Masterplan (Young Shire Council, 2014) identified the following needs:

• A new community library
• A cultural precinct
• Facilities for the Arts–Community / Arts space(s).

In addition, the newly formed Hilltops Council wished to augment existing education provision and provide new opportunities and networked spaces for learning, including a Country Universities Centre (CUC). With the announcement of a new Library for YHS, the school saw the opportunity to support a number of key initiatives and infrastructure needs by integrating a number of learning facilities with the new library facility:

• Youth Health and Wellbeing Hub
• Wiradjuri Learning and Cultural Centre
• Multimedia and project-based learning spaces (Hayball, Consultation notes YHS, 2018).

From the outset, Young High School and Hilltops Council Community Library was born out of these shared community needs and conceived by all as a joint use facility for mutual benefit. In determining
mutual benefits, the team considered what would be a ‘win-win’ for all community groups i.e., what are the things that this community does not have, that the school might provide, and what are the things that this school does not have, that the community might provide.

**Design Guidelines and Principles**

The design was guided by a synthesis of principles from:

- People Places (State Library NSW, 2020)
- Universal Design Principles (Centre for Excellence in Universal Design, 2020)
- The UN Sustainable Development Goals (United Nations, 2020).

Project-specific Design Principles were developed with SINSW, Young High School, Hilltops Council and the Project Reference Group and addressed whole-of-life learning, building community, celebrating the arts and the community’s multicultural nature, providing contemporary learning environments, respecting heritage, ensuring Economically Sustainable Development and embedding principles of Universal Design.

**Realising the vision**

Synergies between SINSW’s four fundamental principles underpinning community hubs and the Business Case for the project, which was commissioned by Hilltops Council, demonstrated a positive benefit to cost ratio (BCR) for the development of a joint use library and community learning facility. How the key principles were given effect is described below.

**Seamless access to a range of resources and learning spaces**

As a result of stakeholder engagement and the scrutiny of the Project Reference Group, a schema for the joint use of library and learning spaces was developed (see Figure 1).

**Maximising mutual benefit while minimising required area and budget—achieving more for less**

By sharing areas, establishing a joint collection and developing a system of bookable-use of a variety of integrated facilities, the area schedule for the joint use facility demonstrated the efficiencies gained by joint use with the total area being reduced from the area required for separate facilities.

**Connection to the Land, the Place and the People**

Understanding the rich cultural history of the land on which the facility is located has been a key pillar in creating a joint use facility that gives effect to the guiding design principles. The facility will be located in Wiradjuri country (Figure 2).

In the 1860s the site and surrounds were the locations for the Lambing flat riots (Figure 3). False rumours that Chinese workers were planning to take local goldfields for themselves led to a series of riots on the site including the burning down of the original courthouse.
Figure 1
Integration of functional spaces including a joint collection and shared staff work area. Source: Hayball

Source: Hayball

Figure 2
Site Location Plan

Source: Hayball
Figure 3
*Harvest of Endurance Scroll: A History of Chinese in Australia 1877-1988 illustrating the Lambing Flat Riots*


A new gaol was built (1876) on land adjacent to the current YHS site and a Grand Courthouse on the site of the current school (1884). Immediately to the north of the current site is an open civic area called Carrington Park. This used to be separated from the school site by Currawong Street, however this street was removed. The removal of Currawong Street resulted in the Grand Courthouse and the old gaol having an unusual direct frontage to Carrington Park (Figure 4).

Figure 4
*Significant Existing Site Features*

Source: Hayball
The preferred development site was selected based on its capacity to provide direct community access to and from the adjoining park and the fact that it would help reinstate visual and physical connection to the Grand Courthouse. The existing arts and amenities block, constructed in 1963 and located on part of the preferred development site, was considered intrusive from a heritage perspective. Synergistically, redevelopment of the school visual arts facilities within the new Library and Community Learning Facility added significant benefit to the community Arts groups who were seeking facilities and enabled the integration of sorely needed school multi-media facilities into the complex.

**Building Community and Identity**

To build community and identity and create a culture that reflects and respects diversity within the Hilltops’ community, an extensive series of stakeholder workshops were conducted. Further, Architect Michael Mossman was engaged to assist the team to develop a design that responded to the cultural values and narratives of place. This process, involving consultations with local elders and visits to other cultural centres, led to a series of themes that resonate through the design. Heritage consultants (GML Heritage) were engaged to better understand how the heritage significance of the site could contribute to the development proposal.

Two complimentary narratives were developed to respond to the cultural aspiration of stakeholders and the historical context of the site. Historical mappings were overlaid with cultural considerations to create a response to both European and Aboriginal heritage which was based on interpretation, dialogue and activation. This approach is summarised in Figure 5.

**Figure 5**

*Combined European and First Nations Heritage Response*

---

Source: Hayball
Wiradjuri architectural narrative and response

Design responses to consultation with the Wiradjuri community included:

- *Yindyamarra* – a Wiradjuri word - respect for everything, expressed by giving honour, going slowly, and taking responsibility.
- *Ngumbaay-dyil* (all are one) – reconciliation and inclusion.
- *Songline narrative* – spaces for gathering, movement, connectivity and storytelling that meanders and interconnects the spaces.
- *Exchange* between the Wiradjuri and European (symbolised in Figure 6).
- *Cultural artefacts* referenced through façade material and detailing.
- *Fire* – spaces for coming together, storytelling and colours and materials to symbolise the significance of fire.

Consultation with stakeholders identified that places of significance within Aboriginal culture are not defined by linear elements, rather they are defined by and between a collection of nonlinear forms such as streams, mountains, rocks, vegetation, fire, the land and the sky. Stakeholders identified that the traditional approach to these places and circulation within them was also non-linear.

The *Songline* narrative shown meandering through the facility (see Figure 7) was developed in consultation with stakeholders to emphasise and celebrate the layers of Wiradjuri history and culture connected to this site. The forms of the facility and surrounding landscape elements are intentionally nonlinear and define a series of indoor and outdoor interstitial spaces for exchange, reconciliation and gathering. These interstitial spaces are places to emphasise *Ngumbaay-dyil* (meaning ‘all are one’ and ‘all together are one’) as a symbol of hope for the future. The *Songline* links these interstitial spaces enabling continuing dialogue between Wiradjuri and European Cultural Heritage. The path of the *Songline* welcomes a visitor at the entrance to Carrington Park and leads though multiple stops to tell a story of past and present from the Reconciliation Tree, past the Wiradjuri Centre, the Grand Court House, leading ultimately to new spaces in the school courtyard and Indigenous Garden.

**Figure 6**
*Exchange - gift presented to Coborn Jackey ‘Chief of the Burrowmunditory’*

*Source: Hayball*
Archaeological findings uncovered on the site will be located along the Songline, providing opportunities for interpretation and learning. Findings to date, shown in Figure 8, include:

- Chinese coin from 20th Century
- 19th Century Ceramics
- 12th Regiment Foot button (from uniform of officers stationing during Lambing Flat Riots)
- NSW Police button (from specific uniform worn during Court attendance)
- Aboriginal artefacts.

**European architectural narrative and response**

The massing, forms and detailing of the facility were determined through consultation with stakeholder groups and derived as a result of:

- The bulk and scale of the courthouse
- The historic setbacks and subdivision patterns of the site
- Sightlines to the Courthouse
- The height of Courthouse facade elements.
Key outcomes from the heritage investigation that were adopted in the design response were:

- Currawong Walk (historically Currawong Street) is re-established as a means of community access to the facility via Carrington Park.
- Layered historic and cultural landscape of the site, with consideration to character, scale, proportion, form, materials and colour were interpreted throughout the design of the facility.
- Heights of the various stepping forms of the facility were derived from the horizontal and vertical datums and forms of the former Courthouse (administration building) particularly when viewed from in front of the former gaol.
- Existing courthouse façade was also studied to understand the stepping and rhythm of the façade.
- Viewed from the north-west in front of the former gaol the facility can be seen to respond to
the scale, form and vertical proportion of the Courthouse (Figure 9).

- Viewed from the north-east the facility appears more horizontal and sinuous, responding to the cultural spaces and heritage elements within the landscape and referencing a more organic stratification of land formation. Sinuous forms of the building footprint also create protection zones for heritage elements with the landscape (Figure 10).

- Views from the gaol within the park towards the former courthouse are enhanced by the new curtilage (Figure 11).

**Figure 9**

*View from North West. Response to European Curtilage.*

**Figure 10**

*View from North East. Sinuous Forms Create Gathering Spaces and Protection Zones.*
Functional organisation

There were significant challenges to be met in designing an integrated facility that simultaneously meets the needs of the school and the community, especially in terms of:

- access
- security
- duty of care, and
- seamless flow between related functional areas.

After much consultation, the floor plan emerged. Access is provided for community use of the joint use facilities out of school hours while maintaining the school's duty of care requirements through the careful zoning of community spaces, joint use spaces, school spaces, stairs and lifts along with the strategic placement of operable walls. The design enables the various community groups concurrent use of the facility, providing maximum school and community benefit. The lower ground floor (Figure 12) provides community access from Carrington Park and the reinstated Currawong Walk to the north.

The upper ground floor (Figure 13) is accessed within from a community stair or lift to the west, a shared staircase (north) or directly from the main school quadrangle to the south ensuring the library assumes prominence as being central to the school's learning spaces. This floor houses the joint use staff space, tertiary study space and a combination of school spaces for wellbeing, meetings, virtual learning and general school library spaces. Level 1 can be accessed either via the community stair, or lift, to the west or the school stair to the east (Figure 14).
Figure 12
Lower ground floor with separate community and school access and egress, carefully zoned areas and operable doors and walls to delineate community and school use during school hours.

Source: Hayball

Figure 13
Upper Ground Floor Plan

Source: Hayball
Level 1 accommodates school art and computer facilities, with the inclusion of a community art storage space to support community use of the art facilities.

All floors contain a range of bespoke social, gathering, professional, cultural and learning settings that respond to the various stakeholder needs and support whole of life learning. The zoning of the facility works in combination with a clear definition of vertical circulation paths and a series of movable walls. These adaptable modes ensure that the facility can be used throughout the day for maximum school and community benefit whilst still meeting duty of care obligations. Internally the facility allows for lines of demarcation between the school and community to be adapted throughout the day. Figure 15 illustrates how this is achieved.

The orange ‘shared’ zone includes the main collection (see Figure 16), staff, administration and shared circulation. The yellow zone is designated ‘Community’ use and enables activities such as reading, gathering, workshopping, exhibition and storage. School users also use these community zones with supervision. The blue zone is designated school use during school hours. Community members can use these zones outside school hours by bookable arrangement.

Each zone is provided with separate vertical circulation. School users can pass independently through the floors within the blue school zone, and community users can access each floor after hours without needing to circulate through the school or shared zone. All users have access to additional vertical circulation paths within the shared zone. A series of sliding and operable walls (indicated in red and blue in
**Figure 15**

Zoning of Spaces to Achieve Shared and Concurrent Use

Source: Hayball

**Figure 16**

Photomontage of the Community Entry through to the Joint Collection

Source: Hayball
Figure 15) allow further division of the space if required. ‘Soft system’ elements, policies and protocols are being developed collaboratively by the stakeholder groups to complement the carefully considered design of the ‘hard spaces’.

Situating this case study within the NSW context at the time

The SINSW School Assets Strategic Plan (NSW Dept of Education, 2017) formalised NSW’s intention to develop schools as community hubs. Although there were several existing examples of ‘joint use’ school libraries in NSW, these projects had been conceived at a local or regional level prior to the development of Department-wide policy on joint use. Two of the three existing joint use library projects were successful in achieving their aims while the third had not been successful and was to be disbanded. With the lack of a Department policy to guide the individual projects, their success was dependent on whether there was a collective vision that maintained currency and whether appropriate governance and operational systems were in place to ensure the sustainability and practicality of the vision. A report by the Audit Office (2017) noted:

The Department is planning to focus on joint use agreements with local councils. Several agreements are currently being piloted and will be evaluated to provide an evidence-based foundation for this new approach.

To develop or refurbish school facilities for joint use, councils, the Department and other key stakeholders must work more closely together and prioritise joint use from the earliest stages of any project. A collaborative, multi-agency approach is needed …

At the time of the initiation of YHS-Hilltops project, mid-2018, the joint use policy and procedures were still very much in the pilot stage.

Funding and ongoing operations and other challenges

It is one thing to conceptualise and design a true community hub, it is another to develop the governance and funding models that will make it sustainable and the policies and protocols that will ensure its safe and secure operation.

Breaking new ground, wherever and whenever it happens, brings its challenges beyond the challenges posed in the complex brief and heritage overlay for the YHS-Hilltops Council project. As a pilot project, it was required to develop systems for capital expenditure and operating expenditure and to develop, collaboratively, policies and protocols. Without a clear pronouncement of the intention of new approaches, staff hold on to old models and it is difficult to develop a win-win mentality in siloed departments. The old proverb, ‘where there is a will there is a way’ is a fitting statement regarding the importance of a collective shared vision. Despite many obstacles, the project is at last ‘shovel ready’ with the construction of the new facility to begin at any time.
Conclusion

Understanding the place and the community who will use the facility has been a key pillar in the success of the project thus far. A strong shared vision and clear identification of needs together with the fortuitous existence and inclusion of historical buildings, have led to the development of a highly integrated, adaptable facility that responds to school and community needs. The completed facility will support whole of life learning and community building while celebrating the rich multicultural history of the land and the people of Hilltops.
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Abstract

This paper surveys both contemporary and historic interpretations of community schools with respect to philosopher John Dewey’s web of life concept, where life and pedagogical practice were viewed in terms of their interrelations. As Founder of The Laboratory School, completed in 1903 on the University of Chicago campus, he proposed distinctive facilities in keeping with his educational vision. Chicago Public School’s Community School Initiative, became the largest community schools’ system in the United States. Nettelhorst School is presented to illustrate the district’s mission. A circumscribed historical timeline provides context. The paper closes by assessing associations between curriculum, society, and the built environment, appraising a contemporary community school system in terms of Dewey’s ideas proposed more than a century ago.
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Schools as Community Hubs: The Lasting Influence of John Dewey’s Philosophy

In March 2020, our local school district closed as a precaution to help mitigate the spread of the coronavirus. It took the school district about a week to establish food delivery for the nutrition program, plus another week to make it more effectual. Approximately two weeks after schools closed parents and students were informed that no curriculum was going to be provided, however enrichment materials would be made available. While all students in this district have a school provided laptop computer, not all students’ families have access to internet services. Our local school district was not yet of the mindset that the quarantine would last long.

Little did we know the extent to which our lives would be affected by the pandemic. The initial short-term closure was soon extended to the end of the school year. It was at this point that I contacted my children’s school principal to advocate for teachers to maintain contact with their students. In the principal’s reply she informed me that student teacher relationships were very much on her mind. Further, she wanted me to know that the most vulnerable students, those with depression, suicidal ideation, compromised housing, and anxiety had been checked regularly.

The principal’s communication was a reminder of the many social services provided by our public schools. Behind a curtain of privacy our schools have responsibility for so much more than traditional school subjects, like math and reading, with educational professionals addressing the immediate and pervasive needs of students. The pandemic facing us in 2020 has presented new challenges to keep students safe, healthy and ready to be engaged academically. Our local school district is not part of a community school system. However, community school structures influenced by the Progressive Era, and the philosophy of John Dewey in particular, offer wisdom and insights to inform our educational futures.

Background

John Dewey’s contributions to philosophy and education are well known. Dewey, with University of Chicago president William R. Harper, founded the Laboratory School in 1894. They aspired to present an alternative to the formal schooling of the time (Wirth & Bewig, 1968; Knoll, 2014).

Architects of this era looked at natural daylighting, the practice of placing windows to maximize sunlight for internal lighting, from a different perspective. By aligning desks and chairs, architects could control the shadows cast from the light beaming through windows. The architects used this formula: width of room not to exceed two times the overall height of windows, windows cover 40-50% of exterior wall = to 25% of floor area. The ideal classroom of the time held forty-two desks, in rows of seven by six, with a room dimension of 23’ x 29’ (Weissner, 2006).

In contrast, the design of the Laboratory School sought to eliminate waste and isolation. Waste in school, as Dewey saw it, was the inability to utilize that which the student brought from home life. Likewise, if a student was unable to apply what s/he learned in school to life in society that too was regarded as
waste (Wirth & Bewig, 1968). Dewey offered:

The ideal home would naturally have a workshop where the child could work out his constructive instincts. … The life of the child would extend out of doors to the garden, surrounding fields, and forests. He would have his excursions, his walks and talks, in which the larger world out of doors would open to him (1920, p 35).

As chair of the departments of pedagogy and philosophy at the University of Chicago, Dewey advocated creating distinctive facilities reflective of his educational vision. He believed it was essential to correlate the physical form of the school building with the school grounds (Wirth & Bewig, 1968). Dewey felt that school had a fundamental responsibility to aid young people in understanding the larger world around them (Wirth, 1968). What happened at school needed to be relevant at home and what happened at home needed to be applicable at school. With this in mind, teachers were tasked with converting the curriculum into problems for students to analyze and develop strategies of action to address the problems identified. In this way students were actively engaged in thinking and doing and reflecting on their actions with teacher support (Knoll, 2014).

These progressive ideas took school design from bolted down desks and chairs to movable furniture, natural lighting, fresh air and expansion of classroom activities to the outdoors. The Laboratory School model included workshops, experimental gardens, kitchens, laboratories and accommodations for creative expression through the arts and drama (Wirth & Bewig, 1968). The common theme in the curriculum of the Laboratory School was the web of life and subjects were studied according to their interrelationships. Dewey’s philosophy proposed that the school is society, stressing character building on the part of the student and responsibility on the part of the school community through a close connection with the natural environment. He advocated first-hand contact with what he called “a close and intimate acquaintance” with nature (Dewey, 1920, 11).

Dewey’s work co-occurred with other influential social movements and activists. These included the City Beautiful Movement, an architecture and landscape architecture response to deteriorating living conditions in cities following Industrialization. Jane Addams’ and Ellen Starr’s Hull House, located on the west side of Chicago, was an early settlement house offering multiple social services based on the model of Toynbee Hall in London’s East End. Another example was Cook County Normal School for teacher training directed by Colonel Francis Parker, who Dewey referred to as the father of Progressive Education (refer Figure 1). Parker’s educational philosophy of teaching to the whole child was notable for its supportive environment, innovation, and experimentation for students and teachers alike (Gross, 2009; Goulah, 2010). Further, Parker believed the success of democracy was in large part dependent on the success of schools. To Parker and Dewey, school was the training ground for good citizenship. Moreover, Parker saw school as a form of community life (Cooke, 2005).
Figure 1
Limited Community School Timeline, USA
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Source: Author
Similarly, Dewey believed that school was preparation for citizenship not solely related to the state, but a thoroughly socialized affair connected to all aspects of community life. Accordingly, community life shared in all intellectual and spiritual resources (Dewey, 1902). Dewey recognized the applied science of his time, indeed Industrialization rapidly changed community compositions. Schools as social centers brought people together, promoted empathy, and facilitated understanding of difference (Dewey, 1902). The continuity between home and school, to which Dewey referred, confirms the importance of the design of school experience structured through community to form a democratic society.

Community School Visions

The Coalition for Community Schools and the Institute for Educational Leadership advocacy groups have outlined a hopeful vision for community schools from a Deweyan perspective (Melaville & Blank, 2011). For a little over a century, the community school movement in the United States has looked to Dewey’s example of school as social center (Blank, Melaville & Shah, 2003). During the Depression of the 1930s, The Mott Foundation in Flint, Michigan supported lifelong learning for adults and children with after school recreation programs. During the 1970s the Community Schools Act and the Community Schools and Comprehensive Community Education Act provided federally sanctioned funding for community-centered programing. The following decades saw a variety of community school organizations take shape, including the Children’s Aid Society, Communities in Schools, Beacons Schools, Healthy Start, Caring Communities, among others. Their missions encompassed family support centers, health and mental health services, early childhood and after school programs, adult learning, partnerships with businesses and civic groups, and shared use of facilities after school hours (Melaville & Blank, 2011).

A new federal program in 1998 increased funding from the 21st Century Community Learning Centers Program, further increasing the visibility of community schools as a whole.

Through increased collaboration with businesses and non-profit service organizations, more community schools have grown from their historic role as social centers to multi-use educational facilities. Coalition for Community Schools identifies three important factors contributing to expansion in community school development, moving from individual schools to entire districts:

- educators and policy makers are less focused on test scores
- community partnerships underscore specific community needs
- support from public and private, local, state and federal agencies (Blank, 2018)

Other factors commonly associated with community schools is the four pillars model:

- integrated student supports on site
- expanded learning time and opportunities
- family and community engagement
- collaborative leadership (Oakes, Maier and Daniel, 2017).
These pillars are described as self-reinforcing.

Another popular model is the developmental triangle, with each side of the triangle connected to and integrating three key concepts:

- core instructional program
- expanded learning opportunities
- comprehensive support services on site.

The three sides of the triangle form a framework around the community, the family, and the child (Lubell, 2011).

**Chicago Public Schools and the Sustainable Community Schools Initiative**

The campaign to increase community school models in Chicago began in the mid-1990s when Arne Duncan became CEO of the Chicago Public Schools. Funding partnerships led by the Polk Brothers Foundation in a public/private venture supported a pilot program to organize 100 community schools in the city (Melaville, Jacobson & Blank, 2011; Nicely, 2016). By 2007 Chicago Public Schools represented the largest community school network in the United States providing a range of services to individual school communities in partnership with over 400 community non-profit organizations (Bingler, 2010). The Sustainable Community School Initiative has endued. In 2018, Chicago Public Schools announced an additional investment of 10 million dollars (US) to aid community school programing in 20 schools, to increase access to programs for students, teachers, and parents (CPS, 8/7/18).

Chicago Public Schools participating in the Sustainable Community School Initiative encourage a place-based approach in which schools’ partner with local agencies to support academic achievement, health and social services, as well as encourage community and parental engagement. In a place-based approach the local context defines the specific community program (Oakes, Maier & Daniel, 2017). Dewey’s ideology can be identified in this model, where relevance of what happens at home is advanced by what happens at school. Further, place-based education is described as immersion in local ecologies, cultures, and heritage as a foundation for studying math, language arts, and sciences (PEEC, 2004). This could further be described as topophilia, love of place, attachment to place, or homeland, understood at different scales (Tuan, 1990). Constructivist, project-based and place-based education draws on progressive ideas that encourage community building through multi-disciplinary activities with relevance beyond the school walls (Williams, 2017). Schools as community hubs support democracy in education, through community participation and partnerships in design and planning on the front end and ongoing adjustment to program delivery throughout the life of the community school. This reflects Dewey’s philosophy of thinking and doing, and reflecting (Bingler, Quinn & Sullivan, 2003). As community schools advance through thinking and doing, adjustments that best address the ongoing evolution of the community are made (reflecting).
Louis B. Nettelhorst School, Chicago, Illinois

Louis B. Nettelhorst School is a Chicago Public School serving children in kindergarten to 8th Grade. Nettelhorst School is part of the Sustainable Community School Initiative. The school is named after a popular German immigrant known for his advocacy of physical education and teaching of the German language. Louis B. Nettelhorst served on the Chicago Board of Education for seven years during the late 19th century (Bachrach, 2012). Nettelhorst School, established in 1892, is housed in an historical building designed by J. J. Flanders. In 1911, Arthur F. Hussander designed an addition to the school and a three-story wing was added to accommodate 2,200 students in 1937. Over the years, Nettelhorst School has struggled with deteriorating facilities, declining enrolments, and poorer academic achievement (Bachrach, 2012). The recent turnaround of the school is credited to an initiative that gathered parents, teachers and community leaders to get behind the project to renew Nettelhorst School and revitalize the neighborhood. A coalition of dedicated parents was able to procure project funding, in-kind donations, and volunteer labour to renovate their school (Wilson, 2011). Today the school serves over 700 students.

The outward appearance of Nettelhorst School is visually rich with exterior artwork, murals, linear gardens, a chicken coop, and outdoor classroom along the perimeter of the building in the Lake View neighborhood of Chicago. Bright colors and foliage standout against the historical masonry building. Two murals in the school’s art collection have been restored by Works Progress Administration and a number of other artworks, inside and out, have been revitalized by local Chicago artists. Some of these projects were created in collaboration with Nettelhorst students. The outdoor classroom at Nettelhorst uses the Nature Explore model which uses data informed design, curriculum resources, and educator workshops among other related programing. Nettelhorst School strives to be the center of its community through contact with nature that facilitates topophilic and biophilic predispositions. This is occurring through community engaged programming inclusive of arts expression and urban centered gardening practices open to all residents every day, evenings and weekends, while at the same time focusing on the students with resources for health, social services and academic attainment. After school programing and adult education are offered. Residents are invited to participate in garden events as well as school governance activities. Expectations for students and families are listed on the school website and instruct the school community to take care of yourself, take care of others, and take care of our environment.

Nettelhorst School engages with non-profit partners unique to the school community to address the needs of the whole child. Further, as one of over 200 community schools in the Chicago Public School District, Nettelhorst School has become the center of the community it serves, offering an array of onsite programs. These programs have been defined by educators, parents, residents, businesses, and community agencies that are available on site throughout the school day, evenings and weekends.
Every community school is different, varied to meet the unique needs of its community with programs and partnerships tailored to meet those requirements. In this way Sustainable Community Initiative schools become, or are enhanced to be, hubs of their communities. As one collaborator of Nettelhorst’s program commented:

Architecture for Humanity Chicago was thrilled to collaborate with The Nettelhorst School to design the concepts that would ultimately lead to the Outdoor Classroom. The space created allows for imagination and learning beyond the narrow borders of the lot, entices the community to participate, and provides a unique educational opportunity that should be modeled across Chicago Public Schools (Katherine Darnstadt, Architecture for Humanity Chicago, Nettelhorst School website).

Conclusion

The antecedents to Community schools in the United States can most often be traced to the Progressive Era and the work of John Dewey. His work represents a shift in educational practice of the time which had a lasting influence on pedagogy, school architectural form, and relationship of the school to the larger community. The social activism of the era influenced Dewey’s work. Since that time, public and private partnerships along with federal policy have fuelled community school development and led to a range of community school structures. Dominant themes including expanded learning opportunities, comprehensive support services on site, community-based partnerships, and family and community engagement, remain pillars of successful programs while honoring individuality of each community. As Dewey might advocate, thinking and doing, and reflecting are evident in the processes used by Chicago Public School’s Sustainable Community Schools Initiative. Nettelhorst School is an example of a Chicago Public School that embraces the Sustainable Community Schools Initiative and has become a community hub that nurtures the whole child through the lens of the value of community experience. This would be in keeping with Dewey’s web of life concepts, that life and pedagogical practice should be practiced in terms of their interrelations.
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Abstract

This paper presents a literature review and preliminary research design addressing the key research question: What are the roles of schools within a community infrastructure network? The research explores the integration of school and community infrastructure, investigating the boundaries and connections between different forms and providers of social infrastructure. Historically, opposing school design objectives of connection and security have challenged the development of schools as community hubs, whereby the use of school facilities by the wider community has often been poorly planned and/or resolved in practice. This research proposes a networked approach to understanding social infrastructure, including schools and a range of community-focussed facilities, to explore existing and potential connections between facilities and their users.
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Community Use of Schools: An Introduction

As cities densify and pressures on land increase, the need for schools to share resources with the wider community becomes increasingly apparent (Cleveland, 2016; Sanjeevan, 2012; VCEC, 2009). This is especially true in Australia’s major cities, where population growth is putting a strain on existing infrastructure. Similarly, as regional cities and peri-urban areas grow, scarce infrastructure funding must be ‘stretched’ to deliver better education, and health and wellbeing opportunities for more people (Hands, 2010, McShane et al, 2012).

In recent years there has been a push from Australian state governments for schools to act as community hubs (e.g. Department of Education and Training, 2017). The term “community hub”, along with several synonyms such as “full-service school”, “extended service school”, “community school” etc. have multifaceted and nuanced definitions (Black et. al, 2011). Each of these terms generally refers to connections between a school and their local community by providing shared facilities and/or services that can be used outside school hours.

Yet, despite wide in-principle uptake (VCEC, 2009), little data has been collected to monitor how shared infrastructure, such as sporting facilities, multipurpose halls and health service facilities (e.g., maternal and child health) are being used by community members on, or near, Australian school sites. It is imperative to gain a thorough understanding of the use of these facilities by both school and community members to inform the effective planning and design of shared social infrastructure.

Research into schools as community hubs tends to focus on community members coming on to school sites to access community services. This paper proposes a shift in viewpoint, from one which is asking what schools can give to communities, to one where schools are viewed as one site in a broader, integrated network of community infrastructure. If the relationship is mutual, what do we find?

Connecting Shared Facilities

Anecdotal evidence suggests it is common for schools to use community assets, such as sporting facilities, yet limited data exists to quantify or illuminate the benefits of such activity. How many Australian schools are utilising community infrastructure beyond their boundaries? For what purposes? What are the benefits?

The proposed research involves a shift in how we view the operation of both schools and community facilities. Community facilities in Australia, like schools, have historically been stand-alone buildings, many of which started with community investment – both financial and emotional – as they were paid for and built by sporting clubs and local groups (McShane, 2006). Over time, local government authorities (LGAs) have commonly taken over the management of these facilities, shifting their focus.
to become multi-purpose facilities, able to accommodate a wider cross-section of users and activities (McShane, 2006). However, these multi-purpose facilities remain largely stand-alone, with separate management structures and booking systems. They do not belong to well-integrated, nor well-understood, infrastructure networks.

**Literature Review**

There are many ways to study the relationships between schools and communities. The focus of this study is facility-based and spatial, yet also inherently social. This short literature review looks at relevant multi-disciplinary scholarly research from the fields of infrastructure policy, urban design theory, human geography, psychology and education.

**Community Infrastructure Networks**

A focus on social infrastructure was included for the first time in the *Australian Infrastructure Audit* in 2019 (Infrastructure Australia, 2019). Its inclusion responded to “the growing recognition of the role effective social infrastructure assets and networks play in supporting our nation’s wellbeing” (p. 388). In the report, social infrastructure includes sectors such as healthcare, education, outdoor recreation, arts, culture, justice, emergency services and social housing (Infrastructure Australia, 2019). Community infrastructure fits within this ‘social infrastructure’ category and is largely provided by Local Government Authorities (LGAs) (McShane, 2006). McShane uses the term ‘community facilities’, which he defines as “recreational, cultural, educational, health and civic facilities available to the public” (McShane, 2006, p.269). The Australian Infrastructure Audit describes these facilities as “assets” and states that “while assets are often considered individually, our social infrastructure networks as a whole play a nationally significant role in supporting Australia’s economy, liveability and sustainability” (Infrastructure Australia, 2019, p.388). It goes further, affirming that “the network of social infrastructure contributes to social identity, inclusion and cohesion and is used by all Australians” (2019, p.338). Throughout the report, social infrastructure networks are referred to frequently, yet without explanation. It seems logical to think about social infrastructure as a network, but how do these networks occur in practice?

Networks are commonly discussed, but it is important here to define what is meant by a social or community infrastructure network. The *Dictionary of Human Geography* (Rogers et. al., 2013) describes a network as a set of nodes and the paths linking them together. The Dictionary of Geography (Mayhew, 2015) expands, to describe *networks* as:

A system of interconnecting routes which allows movement from one centre to the others. Most networks are made up of nodes (vertices), which are the junctions and terminals, and links (edges), which are the routes or services which connect them.

In the context of community infrastructure networks, it is relatively clear that the facilities
themselves can be seen as the “nodes”, but what are the “links/edges” in these networks? One way to consider this research question is to look at the ‘community’ members as the links. But what is community?

Community

The term ‘community’ is frequently used but rarely defined. Lewi et. al. describe how definitions “have been multifarious and elastic” (2010, p.8). They also offer their own broad definition stating that the term “‘community’ encompasses a group of people bound together by common threads, including geographical location, ethnicity, socioeconomic status, sexuality, or circumstances” (2010, p.8).

Parker (2006) states “despite years of research and inquiry, definitions of “community” are unstable and fluid” (p. 472). Head (2007) suggests “the term ‘community’ is notoriously vague and value-laden” (p. 441), going on to argue that the term is overused in the political realm to imply harmony and unity without interrogation and commonly used in a ‘symbolic’ way, as a ‘spray-on solution’ to suggest that all members of an area or group have one voice, or one set of needs, whereas in fact each ‘community’ is made up of both individuals, and smaller communities.

Connecting Schools and Communities

Before connecting schools with social and community infrastructure, however, it is important to understand why this is a useful endeavour. There are efficiencies in land use, financial investment and asset utilisation (VCEC, 2009 p.IV). But beyond the numbers, are there social benefits to schools sharing infrastructure too?

Fisher (1998) argues that connecting schools and communities can lead to gains in social capital. While acknowledging that social capital is difficult to define, Fisher states “it seems to be dependent on a number of values – trust, reciprocity, networks and community cooperation” (1998, p.10). He then laments that due to concerns of safety and liability, school designs have continued to remain separated from their surroundings, stating that:

The concern for safety and security in society is seen uppermost in the design and placement of schools – the idea of trust, networks, reciprocity and collaboration is seemingly deliberately designed out. Thus, opportunities for students and staff and parents and the community to ‘learn’ social capital are extremely limited and in fact in many cases almost physically impossible (Fisher, 1998, p.11).

These conflicting desires of safety and security, versus openness and connection, remain a challenge twenty years on in the discussion of community hub schools. So, how can both safety and connection be achieved? This is a key discussion in creating successful school and community integration, and one which will remain prominent throughout this research.
Morphet argues that social and community infrastructure is “essential for the functioning of society” (2016, p. 90). She also addresses the point that “planning for school places needs to be part of an integrated process for all infrastructure” (Morphet, 2016, p.95). While Morphet’s book is focused on UK infrastructure, many of her findings appear highly relevant in Australia and elsewhere around the world.

School planning and community infrastructure planning have largely been undertaken in isolation from each other, often by different levels of government (Morphet, 2016; McShane and Wilson, 2017). While few authors discuss the interactions between school planning and urban planning or community infrastructure, McShane and Wilson (2017) have discussed the challenges in Victoria, Australia, where the State government generally oversees school provision and local governments provide community infrastructure – a stratification of roles that has produced few well-developed examples of unified planning and delivery. Nevertheless, a report prepared in 2009 by the Victorian Competition and Efficiency Commission (VCEC), specifically looking at the sharing of facilities in Victoria, states “of the 1577 Victorian government schools, as many as two-thirds might share their facilities in some way” (VCEC, 2009, p.XXVIII). It goes on to indicate that “better connections between what is wanted and what is available is a starting point for improving the benefits of shared facilities” (VCEC, 2009, p.33). Fisher (1998, p.6) suggests that “schools are now seen as not simply buildings but are organisations and networks of relations and communications”. But has this translated to a physical change in how schools connect with their surroundings?

It is clear there are many potential benefits to connecting schools and communities, yet the literature above indicates that achieving such relationships is more complex than simply co-locating shared facilities on school sites. As Morphet discusses, the factor of integration is not addressed in current policy and is what can drive real change (2016, p.95).

Research Design

As a practicing architect, my interest in undertaking this research is to understand the role facilities play in school-community relationships – and in a broader context, the role of facilities in fostering communities. The research sits at the intersection between schools, communities and social infrastructure. By connecting these, the focus is on community infrastructure networks (see Figure 1).

To position schools within community infrastructure networks, first we need to understand a) what the key elements of a community infrastructure network are, and b) how schools are currently sharing facilities. This leads to a three-phase study; 1) typologies of community infrastructure, 2) schools as sites of community infrastructure, and 3) community infrastructure network analysis, including school sites.

Phase 1: Typology study of community infrastructure

A typology of community infrastructure facilities will be developed from a study of existing literature – both academic research and government documentation. Fisher (1998) includes an extensive list of
potential examples of community facilities, such as community centres, libraries, sports centres, museums and hospitals. Interestingly, these are presented as potential learning environments, highlighting the scope for inclusion in a school and community infrastructure network involving schools using off-site facilities, just as members of the broader community might use school-located facilities.

**Phase 2: Schools as sites of community infrastructure**

How schools share facilities with community groups will be examined using a number of schools as case studies. The schools as case studies will be chosen where they have a variety of shared facilities; the purpose being to explore if and how school-based shared facilities are different to their community-based equivalents. Spatial relationships and affinities will be mapped, along with key factors such as access and site boundaries.

Key questions addressed in this phase are: What facilities are schools currently contributing to community infrastructure? Are community facility building types different when located on a school campus? How are they integrated with the school?

**Phase 3: Community infrastructure network analysis**

The community infrastructure networks will be mapped, including at least one school which is currently sharing facilities studied in Phase 2. This will commence with a pilot study of one local network, chosen from the schools studied in Phase 2. Once the pilot study has been analysed, multiple networks will be mapped to include a variety of geographic locations: inner city; suburban; peri-urban; regional centre.

![Community infrastructure networks sit at the intersection of schools, communities and social infrastructure](image)

Source: Author
This phase will analyse the relationships (both existing and potential) between schools and community infrastructure networks by mapping all facilities available within the network and exploring the associated social connections and shared benefits (if any).

Key questions addressed in this phase are: How are schools currently accessing off-site community infrastructure? What connections/relationships/affinities exist in community infrastructure networks?

**Conclusion**

This paper outlines the background and broad research design for the author’s PhD research into the roles of schools in community infrastructure networks. This research is exploratory and aims to broaden the discussion on school and community relationships, with a focus on the physical settings in which such relationships may be fostered. The outcomes of this research will assist future school planning and design by outlining the contexts in which school located facilities can be integrated with community infrastructure networks, helping to facilitate strengthened connections between schools and their communities.
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Abstract

This paper presents an historical framework of community education concepts with roots in Flint, Michigan (USA) and an early Melbourne, Victoria (Australia) example of a school as a community hub: the Princes Hill School Park Centre. The writer’s reflective narrative reveals experience of a rich history of interaction between schools, communities, and local government, all fostering place-based neighbourhood decision making. It demonstrates the radical moves that were made to expand the concept of community education, from community use of school facilities to community empowerment and resilience. In the context of reviewing the current largely untapped potential of schools as community hubs, the term ‘Rear Vision’ emerged, reflecting a sense of ‘looking back to look forward’. The experience of community education in the 1980s in Michigan and Melbourne, Victoria, can inform how ‘schools as community hubs’ embraced the building of new connections. In the 1980s, the Princes Hill School Park Centre adopted a community empowerment model reflecting the need to move beyond the use of school facilities and instead radically engage the school, local community and the local government in a range of activities that promoted and facilitated participatory decision-making. The history of the community education movement provides evidence that broadening the role of schools beyond the use of their facilities can build connections, resilience and participatory decision-making in a post pandemic and increasingly fractured world.
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Rear Vision:

Lessons from Community Education in the ‘80s – Melbourne, Victoria and Flint, Michigan

The school community movement in the USA was founded in Flint, Michigan in the early 1930s in response to the impact of economic decline. This resulted in a range of issues, including unemployment, crime, youth delinquency, property damage to public buildings and increased community tensions, leading to an unstable and unsupported school system. Over the following decades community education, as it was termed, was fostered through a partnership between school districts and local authorities. It became synonymous with lifelong learning and school-based adult education programs and recreational activities. This was seen as an important part of a community’s educational process in a changing society (Hiemstra, 1972).

Michigan roots, Melbourne beginnings

In 1974 the Recreation Superintendent of the City of Melbourne visited Michigan, USA, to research the birthplace of community education. The City of Melbourne subsequently promoted the role of the City in community education with its focus on lifelong education and recreational pursuits. The following year, the Hamer Liberal Government, recognising the need to facilitate community use of schools, amended The Education Act to become The Education (Schools Council’s) Act 1975, and together with the Youth Sport and Recreation Act 1972, handed schools the power to enter into agreements for community use of school facilities.

In that same year, at an inner-city suburb of Melbourne, a public meeting of the Princes Hill school community was held in the school theatre. The meeting adopted a Constitution establishing the Princes Hill School Park Centre, a joint initiative of the Princes Hill High School Council, the Princes Hill Primary School Council and the Melbourne City Council. The Princes Hill School Park Centre (PHSPC) derived its name for its educational and recreational role from the contribution of school buildings and facilities and Princes Park, by the City of Melbourne. A Committee of management was elected. It was made up of school community representatives, nominees from the staff of both the schools, and a City Council representative.

Since it first came into use in Australia in the early 1970’s the term community education has been made synonymous with adult education, non-formal education, parent participation in schools, community development, improved use of community resources and so on (Townsend, 1990 p.61).

Most people viewed community education as school-based adult education, reflecting the North American influence. However, this changed over coming years to ‘the identification of needs, wants and problems in a community’ with an emphasis on participatory decision-making in the provision of services, programs and facilities (Townsend, 1990 p.62).
The establishment of the PHSPC in 1974 was a reflection of the early definition of community education – being the community use of school facilities for adult education programs and recreation activities. But the late 70s and early 80s were periods of change – economically, socially and politically – and community education became less focussed on use of school facilities, moving towards the development of strategies for the empowerment of communities through the interface of school and community and the strengthening of community participation in local agenda setting and decision-making.

**Radical rules**

The dismissal of the democratically elected Whitlam Federal Labour Government in 1975 enlivened many in the community who were seeking ways to realise the benefits that could be derived from a more active, influential and empowered community. The election of a new Melbourne City Council in 1983, following the sacking of the previous one, resulted in an increase in residents’ representation. They sought to grow the City’s social and environmental capital and respond to the needs and aspirations of the community. Change was in the air, with an increasing realisation of the need to bring the community into education, welfare, arts, recreation and public housing. School governance had shifted toward greater autonomy with the introduction of school councils with increased participation of parents, teachers and students in decision-making. Princes Hill Primary and High schools, through the Princes Hill School Park Centre were at the forefront of these changes.

In 1978 I was the first Community Education Officer to be appointed under the auspice of the Princes Hill High School Council and paid for by the Education Department. The role was to adopt a community development model, explore and capitalise on the interface between school and community, and develop programs and activities that responded to the interests, issues and needs of the school community. The Centre was to move from a centre of adult education to a centre that prioritised community outreach, empowerment and the participation of the school community in the governance of their schools and the wider community.

In May 1981, those attending the First National Community Education Conference, Southport, Queensland, were reminded of the move towards community empowerment in an address by Sugata Dasgupta titled ‘Community Education as a Concept for a New Society’. In her address, Dasgupta stated that ‘community education should be a movement towards a new society’ a society that seeks ‘not devolution of power; it is evolution of power’ and ‘evolved so that decentralisation is the result’ (Dasgupta, 1981). Much of the thinking on empowerment at the time had its roots in the work of Saul D. Alinsky and the lessons he had learned throughout his experiences of community organising. His guide ‘Rules for Radicals: A Pragmatic Primer for Realistic Radicals’ published in 1971 set out how to run a movement for change. Alinsky’s guide aimed at uniting low-income communities to gain political, social and economic power. He put forward tools to create powerful and active organisations through the sharing of social
problems to increase resident awareness of their commonalities and thus their capacity to seek change.

**Roots and new rules**

In 1983 I undertook a reciprocal exchange to St Ignace, Michigan, USA as Community Education Director for the Straits Area Community Education. As in Melbourne, the 80s in the USA was a time of change in the role of community education from adult education to community participation in both school and community. Community education in the Straits Area Schools District was not immune from this groundswell of action to empower citizens. When I arrived in St Ignace I found grassroots community activity being taken on board and was encouraged to respond with some of my Melbourne experiences and beliefs. A central example of applying Alinsky’s ‘rules’ was the establishment of a community run cable television station that promoted not only local football games, but also local politics. The Council election was given greater coverage through the community television station that was beamed into every home and business. A Meet-the-Candidates at the local hamburger joint resulted in increased voter turn-out beyond that previously experienced. The community was ripe for participatory decision making at the school and community level, and the Straits Area Schools Board was swept along by a wave of ‘empowerment that had its roots in an American tradition’ (Osborne & Gaebler, 1993 p.51).

On my return to Melbourne in 1984, the Michigan experience contributed to the Princes Hill School Park Centre continuing to be at the forefront of the community education movement. The Centre initiated and fostered a range of projects, programs and activities drawing on the support of the school community including marginalised residents and those who previously had no interest in the schools apart from having their children attend. The Centre was open seven days a week for a diverse range of school community activities, a full time City of Melbourne Recreation Officer based at the Centre provided after school and holiday programs and sporting activities, whilst the Centre for Adult Education (CAE) introduced adult education classes of interest to local residents. Community artists were contracted to undertake writing and arts-based activities with residents and local groups to build connections across the diverse community. The Centre became a sought-after venue for a range of cultural and ethnic groups for regular functions and special events.

Innovative responses relevant for the times focussed on community engagement to address local issues, needs and interests. Building connections across the community became the modus operandi for the Centre. A locally based and owned community newspaper, ‘City Alternative News’ (CAN) became a voice of the community and on a monthly basis was distributed across Princes Hill and Carlton raising issues, interests and networks for the school community to join and support. As a result of the CAN lobbying, the North Carlton Railway Station Neighbourhood House was established in 1982. Previously abandoned and ripe for commercial investment, the station was handed over to the PHSPC at a ‘peppercorn’ rent following community lobbying of the Melbourne City Council and the State Government.
In partnership with the Montemurro Bocce Club, the Station was restored for use as a neighbourhood house and as a bocce court and barbeque area for an Italian community that had previously been isolated. The Neighbourhood House subsequently supported the establishment of a community flat in a nearby Housing Commission Estate that provided residents with a platform for their issues and interests and a stepping stone into the activities at the Neighbourhood House that included childcare, after school and holiday programs, and evening barbeques and bocce plays. ‘Curtains for Carlton’, a community arts project led by an artist, produced a joined-up community curtain comprising a tapestry of squares handmade by community organisations, groups and agencies. It was hung in the Princes Hill High School Community Cafeteria. The well frequented cafeteria provided before-school breakfasts and lunches and was a social venue for evening dining for local families.

A ‘Case for Carlton’ was published and presented to the Melbourne City Council following extensive community consultations. This was in response to widespread community concern that the needs of residents, especially those in public housing, were not being adequately met, particularly in relation to welfare support, employment and social housing. The ‘Case for Carlton’ contained overwhelming evidence of the need for expanding and improving the planning and delivery of community and childcare services provided by the City of Melbourne. The One C One Youth Centre in a nearby warehouse was established to provide school leavers with a place to socialise while gaining post-school advice on jobs, training and tertiary education. The establishment of ‘The Island’ in an off-site former kindergarten centre, provided students experiencing learning difficulties with a full-time structured classroom setting offering trade, craft and art skills to complement their time in the classroom. The high level of youth unemployment was a major issue that bedevilled the Australian economy and impacted on local communities, families and young people. While many of those issues remain today, communities are now faced with additional challenges as a consequence of the pandemic.

Looking back to look forward

Looking back on these examples of the role of school community hubs, we can see how it was ‘about empowerment, about helping people to gain power over their own lives, thereby working towards a more equal distribution of power in our society’ (Townsend, 1990 p.62). Today this definition holds true with its call for empowerment to ensure justice, equality and access to decision making that impacts the individual and community.

As we seek to build our resilience to those environmental, economic and social challenges, we will need to develop anticipatory and participatory ways of operating. Having schools as community hubs, building connections that pivot on the interface between the school community and local government, and empowering individuals and their communities in decision-making, will be some of the pathways that will help to secure our future in a post pandemic and fractured world.
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PART 4

ENABLING COMMUNITY HUBS
RESEARCHING POLICY SETTINGS FOR SCHOOLS AS COMMUNITY HUBS
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Abstract

Schools as Community Hubs are recognised for their significant contribution to communities. Yet these projects must negotiate complex policy relationships, across disciplines and various government jurisdictions to achieve stakeholder and community support, funding, and delivery for long-term integrated benefits. Policy research in this area has been scarce. This study – in the early phase of a PhD – researches policy relationships for schools as community hubs through an interpretative analysis lens of both Bacchi’s ‘What’s the Problem Represented to be?’ (Bacchi, 1999), focussing on policy ‘problematisation(s)’, and that of performative and locally enacted policy (Ball et al., 2012). This framework is applied to an interpretative policy narrative of Yuille Park (Prep to Year 8) Community College, in central Victoria, Australia. Now proclaimed as a ‘whole of life’ community centre (DET, 2020), Yuille Park relied on the skill and continuity of key actors who gave – with little formal policy direction – coordinated solutions across service provision, urban planning and facility design that has made a difference to a struggling community, generating neighbourhood uplift and helping to overcome entrenched intergenerational challenges.
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The Problem with Policy for Schools as Community Hubs (SaCH):

Some Background

The opportunity to better use and enhance school infrastructure through integration with programs and services directed towards the broader community has long been recognized. Proposals and projects for such integration date back at least a century. More recently, Cleveland and Woodman (2009) observed that school facilities are some of the most underutilised public and private assets in Australia, with most used sparingly outside of school hours, on weekends, or during school holiday periods. Additionally, Tayler et al.’s (2002, p. 1) observed that “a history of single focus, separate, specialised, and competing services has led to widespread dissatisfaction with service provision … viewed by many to be inflexible, inaccessible, or out-of-touch with the needs of contemporary families”, a situation that continues to resonate almost twenty years later. Proposals to develop schools as community hubs are gaining momentum across Australia and internationally (Cleveland 2016). However, these proposals must negotiate a complex terrain of policy, coordinating objectives, priorities and funding sources within and between governments, as well as build and sustain partnerships with service providers and local communities.

Policy research analysis in this area has arguably been neglected, with research in the field predominantly focused on architectural design and program elements of shared schools. Limited attention has been paid to the challenges involved with coordinating social infrastructure provision (McShane and Wilson 2017), or the intersections of education, social and urban policy and planning (Vitiello 2006). This lack of researched into policy analysis may have had a significant impact on schools as community hubs – or the lack of formal policy associated with such entities and partnerships.

Informed by Bacchi’s (1999) concept of policy as constituting or representing problems, this paper contributes to filling this policy research gap by discussing the policy determinants and dynamics associated with developing schools as community hubs. Using complimentary performative and enactment perspectives (Ball, Maguire & Braun, 2012), the paper analyses a schools as community hubs project: Yuille Park (Prep to Year 8) Community College, located in Wendouree, in the central Victorian City of Ballarat. This case study example demonstrates the ‘problem’ of a significantly disadvantaged community, while showing the contingency of policy-making ‘on the run’, evident in the gap between formal written policy issued by government and the local adaptation and enactment of policy in this particular community setting. This example, it is argued, highlights conceptual and methodological challenges of policy research in the field.
Interpretative Policy Approaches

**Working Back from the Problem**

Bacchi’s (1999, 2006, 2012; Bacchi & Goodwin 2016) ‘What is the Problem Represented to be?’ (WPR) framework provides a critical interpretative policy analysis approach that offers utility as a resource, or tool, to facilitate interrogation of public policies, including those associated with school as community hubs. WPR is intended to make clear that the point of the analysis is to begin with postulated ‘solutions’, such as policies, in order to tease out and critically examine their implicit problem representations. Bacchi expands with the following questions guiding analysis:

1. What / ‘Problem(s)’ are represented?
2. Presuppositions, Assumptions?
3. How did / Representation Evolve?
4. What is / Unproblematic?
5. What can be / Thought differently?
6. What / Effects produced?
7. What is / Questioned, disrupted and replaced? (Bacchi, 2012)

**Performative and Enactment Policy**

As the case of Yuille Park shows, policy may not necessarily be formalised, authorised, or sometimes even written down. However, it is possible to identify a set of texts and practices, central-level policy directives, local adjustments and adaptations, to identify what was ‘problematised’ and how the framing of this problem shaped the evolution and outcomes of the project. As described in some detail below, a significant feature of the Yuille Park project was what Ball et al. (2012) refer to as performative, or enacted policy, where key central policy mandates are interpreted and enacted locally, and local policy developed to respond to silences and gaps created by the centre.

**Policy Case Study: Yuille Park P-8 Community College, Wendouree, Victoria, Australia**

In the Australian context, Yuille Park is illustrative of an interruptive education-community model that was planned, programmed, and designed to what was represented as the specific service needs of its community. It opened June 2008 as an exemplar ‘school as community hub’. Its genesis was the closing of two schools, Grevillea Park and Yuille Primary, which were amalgamated to become a new education-community hub pilot, with twenty-two community service functions. Significantly, a pre-school operated by Uniting Care and Wendouree West Community House were relocated to the site to become ‘Wendouree West Community Learning Hub’, a “whole-of-life” learning and community centre. Today, Yuille Park continues to be used seven days a week by school and community groups:

The shared facilities include: meeting, conference, training, interview rooms; library; large multipurpose space designed for school assemblies; indoor sports (including basketball half court),
functions and performances; home economics kitchen, and canteen space; art studio, and materials technology workshops complete with segregated storerooms; music activity, band practice, editing suite’ (Department of Education and Training, 2020).

The following account arises largely from resources and direct experience from my work with the architectural firm that planned, designed, coordinated delivery and led post occupancy evaluation for Yuille Park.

**Policy Contexts**

The policy narrative at Yuille Park begins with the ‘problematisation’ of a failing neighbourhood. The suburb of Wendouree West was originally built to accommodate rowing athletes for the 1956 Summer Olympics. Prior to the Yuille Park project commencing Wendouree West remained run down, featuring boarded up shop fronts and poorly maintained infrastructure. Petty crime, unemployment, student truancy (often greater than 50%), and poor community mental health were among long-term challenges.

The implications of this situation became interventions led by education, where new infrastructure investment by State Government generated alignments with a community partnership focus on disadvantage. This policy problematisation, and its focus on human and social capital and service engagement, superseded earlier policy interventions (including crime and welfare entitlements/work activity) that saw the problem as individual and cultural.

**Adaptive Education and Community-enacted Policy**

An integrated, education-led, community policy model was fundamental to Yuille Park’s planning and facility delivery. This policy platform was an outcome of community consultation and collaboration from which the outcomes at Yuille Park can be seen as contingent. As an enacted policy process, this may be seen as the project’s most significant policy achievement. The creation of ‘policy on the run’ was essential for achieving community consensus around services selection, programming, site planning, design options, operations, and facility management.

Community consultation and planning for Yuille Park began in 2001, seven years before the school and community hub eventually opened in 2008. The brief for the amalgamated school developed from both formal and informal participatory community engagement, through phases that loosely corresponded with feasibility, master planning, and functional briefing.

**Customised Education Policy**

Interdepartmental Advocacy: State government advocates from both Education and Community were pivotal to a locally determined brief that achieved a high level of community consensus. Atypically leaders, willing to take calculated risks, from the Department of Education and Early Childhood Development (DEECD)/Department of Education and Training (DET) and Department of Health and Human Services (DHHS) worked pro-actively to bring their agendas together, supporting locally generated
Responsive Pedagogy and Customised POD Learning Environment: With respect to school operations and learning, an adaptable education policy enabled the development of a customised ‘learning hub pedagogy’ that was supported by a ‘pod’ learning hub architectural solution that allowed for individual, group and specialist learning within an interdisciplinary environment. A team-teaching approach was planned and designed, with buildings accommodating learning communities for Grades Prep-2, 3-5, and 6-8. The shared teaching environments were facilitated through connectivity with staff work areas, both visually and physically. The learning spaces also included outdoor landscapes, multi-sport environments and a Stephanie Alexander Kitchen Garden, providing nutritious food that was used for student breakfasts and lunches, prepared at the shared commercial and community kitchen at the heart of the Centre.

As a relatively unknown pedagogical model in the State at the time, its adoption required trust-based leadership at local and State level. With support from DEECD, the school Principal led the ‘new’ learning hub pedagogy, working closely with a predominantly new and enthusiastic teaching cohort.

Policy Enactment for Skills, Training and Local Employment

In addition to primary and middle school education (P-8), adult education on site was supported by DHHS. Employment training, with a focus on technology skills, became popular, supported by the development of a shared learning space connected to the community library. The employment program became successful, supporting community members with skills for new roles at Yuille Park, as well as in the wider community.

Flexible Procurement Policy

Over the unusually long consultation and planning period, year-on-year funding was budgeted by the Department of Treasury and Finance in response to emerging needs that were agreed by DEECD and DHHS. The acceptance of a longer than typical timeframe allowed planning and architectural design teams to be engaged earlier and for longer, enabling deeper engagement with members of the community, state department representatives and school leaders. This approach supported various forms of adaptation and refinement, as local needs were determined and suitable design responses created and iterated. For example, the master planning process generated new neighbourhood transport connections to a new railway station and upgraded public space. These transport and recreation nodes later became locations for student-produced art installations, representing community identity and pride.

Neighbourhood Uplift: The school’s opening became a catalyst for new housing development, which continued to expand from the surrounding streets over subsequent years. Residential upgrades also stimulated economic activity for the neighbouring commercial street.
**Policy Gaps**

**Policy failure: Overcoming years of disadvantage and poor socio-economic conditions**

Yuille Park can be seen as the consequence of historic policy failures that prolonged long-term unemployment and disadvantage, evidenced by consistently low socio-economic demographic data and conditions until recent years.

The problematisation realised and responded to by policy enactment through the process of Yuille Park’s community centred planning process ultimately filled policy gaps and failures to generate a place of community activity, pride, employment over the course of the past decade. Yuille Park represents investment in, and development of, social capital for what is now proclaimed as a ‘whole of life’ community centre (DET, 2020). It is notable that no detailed written policy precedents, beyond the standard education and community health policies, were available to guide social infrastructure development when Yuille Park was developed. Subsequently some written policy advocacy has occurred retrospectively (Department of Education, 2010, 2015), capturing some, but not all, of the lessons learned.

Yuille Park attracted Prime Ministerial visitation and support (Prime Minister Gillard) and attracted many local, interstate and international visitors in the first few years of operation. Furthermore, the project was recognised with school design awards (from the Victoria State Government and Council of Education Facility Planners International – now Learning Environments Australasia), and received recognition for its urban community transformation and design (from the Urban Design Institute of Australia).

**Toward Integrative Policy Futures**

As a case study, Yuille Park's interpretative policy narrative provides opportunity for applying Bacchi’s (1999, 2006, 2012; Bacchi & Goodwin 2016) ‘What is the Problem Represented to be?’ (WPR) framework. WPR policy analysis reveals vital perspectives of policy determinants, such as those ‘all-too-complicated’ integrative policy arrangements common to schools as community hubs. Despite fragmentation and a lack of pre-determined policy coordination, the skill and continuity of key actors gave rise to a range of coordinated solutions across service provision, urban planning and facility design that has made a difference to a struggling community, generating neighbourhood uplift. Yuille Park represents investment in, and development of, shared resources that have aided the development of social capital in the area. The development of a ‘whole of life’ community centre (DET, 2020) has helped tackle complex intergenerational challenges, where less holistic policy approaches had previously failed – having (perhaps) mis-represented the problem(s).
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Abstract

There is increasing interest in schools as community hubs, both within Australia and at an international level. In the Australian context service provision, the role of infrastructure, as well as the implications of these spaces for community engagement are some of the challenges when implementing community hubs. This paper will provide a research overview of the work being undertaken by the author to investigate the development and implementation of schools as community hubs. Based on a case study approach, the aim is to understand the processes, challenges, successes, needs and opportunities of schools and their communities.
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Understanding the Development and Implementation of Schools as Community Hubs (SaCH): A Case Study Approach

Community centres have been a feature of Australian culture for more than 100 years with the vision and intended purposes changing and adapting to the community over time. As Lewi et al. (2010) noted, in the 1920s residents demanded spaces like community centres to socialise in their spare time after working hours, while during the 1940s the vision moved towards more inclusive and family-oriented spaces. Nowadays, this vision has been re-shaped in the form of ‘community hubs’ bringing together a variety of municipal services into a central location.

In recent decades, as cities have grown, local governments have been under pressure to provide services to the community particularly in urban fringe areas, where land space to build new infrastructure is scarce (Infrastructure Australia, 2019). For that reason, schools are gaining significant attention concerning how their infrastructure can serve as community facilities. The current underutilisation of school infrastructure outside school hours (Cleveland & Woodman, 2009; Infrastructure Australia, 2019) means there are opportunities to maximise these spaces to include the community as users and participants of the school environment and to deliver services and programs for them. Moreover, the school system is expected to develop connections between families, schools and communities that can be addressed through schools as community hubs (McShane et al., 2012). Australian schools are therefore regarded as having the potential to provide more than just spaces for the education of children, but to become spaces that welcome the whole community to provide them with the necessary infrastructure and services to flourish.

This paper provides a research overview of the work being undertaken by the author to investigate the development and implementation of schools as community hubs in the Australian context, aiming to understand the processes, challenges, successes, needs and opportunities of schools and their communities.

Background

As part of society, schools play a fundamental role not only in their knowledge transmission and skills acquisition roles but also through introducing children and youth into the dynamics of socialisation (Biesta, 2015). Schools developing strategies and programs to engage with families and surrounding community are not a new idea, and there have been different approaches and rationales behind the implementation of school-community relations (Cleveland, B, 2016; Dryfoos et al., 2005; McShane et al., 2012).

Terminology to define approaches to schools linked with the community is extensive. A review of the literature of US, UK, and Australia reveals that some of the most common nomenclature includes full-service community school, community school, full-service extended schools, extended school, and school
integrated services. In the case of Australia, the term school as community hub (SaCH) is widely used, as McShane et al. (2012) note, indicating a spatial, educational and social planning articulation.

Regarding school-community partnerships, Australia shares some commonalities with the UK and US models. This includes an engagement with an improvement of the students’ learning outcomes, strengthening the relationship between the school, home and community, and coordination and collaboration between agencies and other service providers to deliver service's (Semmens & Stokes, 1997). Furthermore, Black (2008) emphasises in her definition the role of community as the protagonist of the educational process and not only as a ‘recipient’ of programs and benefits:

We need new models of schooling that recognise the future of children and young people is the responsibility of the whole community, and which form the basis of a social alliance for all young people to take an active—if not a leading—role in their community (Black, 2008, p. 15).

A distinctive characteristic in the Australian context, as described by McShane et al. (2012) is the governmental concern about ‘infrastructure efficiency’. This rationale seeks to provide a community benefit through schools, at the same time as optimising investment through the promotion of multipurpose buildings with service integration. The latter might arise as a response to prior claims of widespread dissatisfaction with service provision, which was viewed by many as inflexible or inappropriate for contemporary community necessities (Tayler et al., 2002). The latest Australian Infrastructure Audit (2019) recognises this claim as problematic, pointing that ‘the complexity of systems in place to enable shared use of space can also deter community members from engaging with schools’ (p. 419).

Sanjeevan et al. (2012) highlight some critical challenges for the development of future community hubs. These include the need for more holistic and in-depth understandings of how community hubs can emerge, the appropriateness of the design of school buildings and the suitability of strategies for managing community access. The literature reveals that research has been addressed mainly from the perspectives of experts, professionals and practitioners (Kerr et al., 2016), overlooking the representation of community perspective regarding the development and implementation of such initiatives.

The project described in this paper aims to investigate the development and implementation of schools as community hubs in the Australian context to understand the processes, challenges, successes, needs and opportunities of schools and their communities. The research question that will drive the project is: How are schools as community hubs being produced through the interplay of planning, design, governance and management?

Research approach

Research will be undertaken via a series of case studies that will focus on community hub schools in the eastern states of Australia: Victoria, New South Wales, South Australia and Queensland. It will seek insights into the dynamics of their functioning, connecting the processes of planning and designing new
facilities for communal use with the governance and management approaches underpinning the use of these facilities. This inquiry is based on a qualitative approach that seeks to understand, using Merriam and Tisdell's model that explores: (1) how people interpret their experiences, (2) how they construct their worlds, and (3) what meaning they attribute to their experiences. "The overall purpose is to understand how people make sense of their lives and their experiences" (Merriam & Tisdell, 2016, p.24).

Furthermore, as suggested by Miles (2015), the case study approach facilitates new ways to study complex practices, allowing analytical study bounded by spatial and temporal elements contributing to a deeper understanding of what is being investigated. A similar approach to this was adopted by Rose et al. (2009) in their UK study of extended schools. The authors highlighted that:

...the verification of experiences across case studies enabled the researchers to provide the study schools with information about consistency of practice, the experiences of individuals and the impact upon identified needs illuminated by exemplars’ (2009, p.59).

The conceptualisation of space

This study will engage with an analysis of SaCH through a spatial lens, providing a research perspective that has not received much attention. As Gruenewald (2003) suggested, the emphasis on accountability in the educational context has little consideration of the role of space or place, failing to recognise the role of school in the production of space, through the interaction between schooling and community life. This perspective will be helpful considering the writer's interest in exploring the experiences of schools engaging with the wider world through facilities that offer/accommodate programs and services for the benefit of children, families and members of the wider community.

The case study design will be approached using the ideas of the French philosopher and sociologist Henri Lefebvre whose seminal work 'The Production of Space' remains highly influential in understanding the role of space in urban, architectural and design studies (Buser, 2012; Butler, 2012; Merrifield, 1993; Middleton, 2017; Watkins, 2005). In 'The Production of Space' Lefebvre (1991) developed his conceptual understanding of space to highlight that space is a social product that is the result of social action, practices and relationships, and at the same time is part of them. Lefebvre proposed to think of space as ‘the physical space (nature), mental space (formal abstractions about space), and social space (the space of human interaction)’ (Merrifield, 2006, p. 102). By bringing together the idea of multiple natures of space, Lefebvre aimed to understand space and its relations through the ‘dialectical character of their interaction’ (Merrifield, 1993, p. 523).

This project will engage with space from a comprehensive point of view that considers not only the voice of experts regarding SaCH (conceived space) but also how their users and workers are experiencing these spaces (lived experience) and observing the daily reality of SaCH (perceived space). In acknowledging these three dimensions, the aim of the research is to recognise the different perspectives
of how the connections/disconnections and relationship between spatial practices and representations of space and spaces are shaping the experience of community hubs. This may reveal possible contested views of the research problem. Figure 1 offers an overview of how Lefebvre's conceptual understanding of space will work in the context of the project.

**Rationale for case study selection**

Schools will be selected on a purposive sampling basis, meaning that sites will be selected based on whether they meet criteria concerning the kind of cases needed to address the research questions (Bryman, 2012). In the context of this study, schools working as a community hub in shared or co-located facilities or a group of schools working as a cluster to offer services to the community will be considered

---

**Figure 1**

*Conceptual Overview of the Research Project*

Source: By author.
as SaCH. Interviews with key informants will be conducted to identify potential cases, with the following characteristics:

- Schools with an explicit vision to work as a community hub or including the community as one of the main actors in their school vision statement
- Schools working in partnership with different organisations to provide services and programs to the community (local authorities and/or non-government agencies)
- Schools recognised as exemplars in their work and relationship with their community
- School willingness to share practices and to participate in a research project

Data collection

The data for the cases studies will be drawn from a variety of sources to improve data triangulation (Yin, 2014). Considering the nature of the cases and the central role that space plays in the development and implementation of social infrastructure/community hubs, data collection methods will be organised using Lefebvre's conceptualisation of space as detailed in Table 1.

Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Lefebvre's epistemological perception of space</th>
<th>How this is understood in the context of this project</th>
<th>Data collection process</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Representations of space                      | What can be known from planning, design, governance and management | Focus groups: experts and practitioners in education, planning and architecture, government representatives, NGO representatives, Building Connections project partners. (Plan A: face-to-face Plan B: virtual meetings)  
Document analysis contextualisation: documents related with the design and implementation of SaCH cases. |
| Spaces of representation                     | What is said and lived, the voice of users, workers, using community hubs | Interviews: School leaders, teachers, students, families, hub users, hub leaders or community hub coordinators and users.  
(Plan A: face to face. Plan B: virtual meeting plus photo-elicitation (Tonge et al., 2013) |
| Spatial practices                             | What is seen in the space, how space is being socially produced | Site observation: SaCH in use, observation of facilities |
Conclusion

This paper outlined the research process being undertaken by the author to investigate the development and implementation of schools as community hubs in the Australian context. The aim is to understand the processes, challenges, successes, needs and opportunities of schools and their communities. Multiple case studies will focus on Australian schools as community hubs. The research will provide new knowledge into the fields of design, architecture, education, and social planning, producing an in-depth and detailed examination of the experiences of SaCH, to gain a more comprehensive understanding of how schools can develop as whole-of-community resources.
UNDERSTANDING THE DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION OF SaCH
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Abstract

This study examines the benefits and challenges of creating partnerships between schools and their local maker community. Makerspaces are dedicated facilities for individuals to create products with specialised tools that vary greatly in different spaces. This paper focuses on makerspaces with technologies that facilitate fabrication. Based on interviews, we describe the benefits and challenges of makerspace-high school partnerships and the potential partnership between makerspace and technical schools. In high schools, makerspaces provide students with equipment to discover problems, explore ideas and gain self-confidence. In the community, makerspaces provide patrons with opportunities to develop making skills, collaborate, generate new economic activity, and build community. Despite having similar objectives, the needs of high school makerspaces and public makerspaces are vastly different. Hence, school-makerspace partnership attempts in Victoria, Australia have often been difficult to implement and more importantly, sustain.
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Making it Work: Maker Community and High School Partnerships

Over the last two decades, the Maker Movement has witnessed tremendous growth around the world. In Australia, this growth is evident in the appearances of makerspaces in local communities (Deloitte Australia, 2014), public libraries (Boyle et al., 2016), universities (Wong & Partridge, 2016) and schools (Education Services Australia, 2018). This is unsurprising, as researchers have identified plenty of benefits associated with makerspaces. Examples include helping individuals develop self-awareness (Fasso & Knight, 2020), offering new learning opportunities (Hsu et al., 2017), and fostering communities (Taylor et al., 2016). While most existing research has looked at how makerspaces support their users, few have examined how different makerspaces support each other. This provides the motivation for us to examine the supporting relationships between different makerspaces. In this study, we report thematically the benefits and challenges of partnerships between public makerspaces, high school makerspaces and technical schools in Victoria, Australia.

Background

This section briefly describes high and technical school makerspaces as their focus on the act of making situates them within the larger Maker Movement community. While these spaces operate differently, they have a common agenda of empowering users to learn through making.

Makerspaces are physical spaces where individuals gather to make. Whilst this broad term covers a range of spaces and activities, from pottery and music-making to jewellery workshop and men’s shed, this paper focuses on makerspaces with fabrication activities such as wood working, product prototyping and electronics. Dougherty, recognized as the founder of the maker movement (Corcoran, 2015), popularized the term to represent “publicly-accessible places to design and create” (Cavalcanti, 2013). As there are no spatial criteria for a makerspace, the name is often used simply as a label (Blikstein, 2018). Hence, a more useful way of recognizing a makerspace is that its users adopt a maker mindset, which is, to engage in iterative experiential learning to turn abstract ideas into tangible outcomes (Dougherty, 2013).

It is this iterative experiential learning that makes makerspaces appealing to schools and educators. The making mindset and activities, coupled with a physical space and making equipment, becomes a “powerful context for learning” (Regalla, 2016, p. 257) for students and teachers. Built on the constructivist foundation of “learning by doing” (Dewey, 1986), making offers students opportunities to STEM-rich integrative curriculums (Bevan, 2017). Despite its promising contributions to students’ learning experience, school administrators need to first overcome the challenge of maintaining such spaces in schools (Blikstein, 2018), before their students can reap the learning rewards.

Technical schools now have high-tech learning centres established by the Victorian government (Department of Education and Training Victoria, 2018). Students from neighbouring schools visit and
participate in education programmes as part of their learning curriculum. Such programmes offer students problem-based activities that are reflective of the local industry and students use the centre's equipment to explore and prototype solutions.

Through these making activities, students can experience the full extent of STEM education, using the toolsets, building the technical skillsets and developing growth mindsets.

**Method**

Aside from an online post (Time Out, 2016), there is no locally made online directory of makerspaces in Victoria, Australia. Hence, we referenced the directory of community makerspaces from Hackerspaces (Hackerspace, 2020), an international network that list makerspaces globally. We contacted all of them due to there being only a small sample size.

Six of the contacted eleven makerspaces responded and consented to an online semi-structured interview. Four of the six interviewees were makerspace founders, with the other two being a general manager and a committee member. Three of these makerspaces were volunteer-run and the other three were commercial organisations (refer to Table 1). All the makerspaces were founded between 2009 and 2019. Our questions focused on community needs, as described in the *Schools as Community Hubs Development Framework - Workshop 1 Emerging Themes & Insights* (Chandler & Cleveland, 2020). Specifically, we asked interviewees about their needs and offerings regarding equipment, space, and expertise.

Next, we used snowballing (Goodman, 1961) and purposive sampling to recruit interviewees from the school sector. This approach was to ensure interviewees had previous engagement with public makerspaces and to represent a diverse sample of schools. Of the six interviewees, two were from

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Interviewee #1</th>
<th>Volunteer-run makerspace</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #2</td>
<td>Volunteer-run makerspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #3</td>
<td>Volunteer-run makerspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #4</td>
<td>Commercial makerspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #5</td>
<td>Commercial makerspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #6</td>
<td>Commercial makerspace</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #7</td>
<td>Tech Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #8</td>
<td>Tech Schools</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #9</td>
<td>Independent high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #10</td>
<td>Independent high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #11</td>
<td>Public high school</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interviewee #12</td>
<td>Public high school</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
technical schools, two from public secondary schools and two from independent secondary schools (see Table 1). The research team are makers and educators, bringing first-hand experience in makerspace and high school environments to this project. Our expertise aligned the interview scoping questions to probe the schools’ needs and offerings from the maker community.

**Findings**

Despite sharing the same maker culture and situated within the broader Maker Movement community, public makerspaces still face challenges when trying to collaborate with high school makerspaces and tech schools. We summarise their community needs and offerings in Table 2 and elaborate below.

**Can I use your equipment?**

The makerspaces we focused on have sufficient equipment to satisfy their members’ needs. The machines are either second-hand purchases, loaned by members, or purchased by the committee to satisfy the particular needs of their members. Based on the authors’ experience, when makers are limited by making equipment, the makers find their way around the limitations and, in doing so, gain new making techniques.

While school makerspaces have equipment that is useful for makers, the restrictive conditions render these facilities unsustainable for regular use. For example, time restrictions that adhere to school schedules and staff availability do not always fit in with the needs of the makers. When asked about allowing makers to use school makerspace facilities, interviewee #12 said that operating their makerspace “would need some sort of coordinator. Effectively they [makers] would be paying for a product or a service”. Though facilities are useful, they may not necessarily be suitable for makers. As interviewee #8 pointed out, “the equipment that students will use, like classroom technology, it’s often quite different to the sort of maker technology”.

**Can I access your space?**

While additional space can help accommodate more members, being able to access the space was more crucial than the space itself. Volunteer-run makerspaces are open when their volunteers are available. This often falls on weekday evenings or weekends. These operating hours must then coincide with the member’s available time, for members to visit and use the makerspace. As interviewee #5 pointed out, “people in the community want to be able to come whenever, ideally, and not just limited to ‘this-hour’.”

While school makerspaces may have the floor space for the makers to use, their access times further restricts the already limited period when volunteers and makers are both free to work in the makerspace. As interviewee #11 said, “you got a very narrow window of maybe 2 hours, maybe 3 hours
tops between 5pm – 8pm where you might be able to get something done. Really the school is off limits at most other times.” This is supported by interviewee #7, who said “For us it [technical school space] is used 6 hours, but it would be great to have it used 12 hours” but later added that “schools are very busy doing what they do”.

For makers, working between their local makerspace and a school makerspace is unrealistic. As interviewee #5 pointed out, when working on projects, “you need dedicated space for that purpose. You can’t just go set it up for a few hours and then pull it down. It’s going to waste a lot of time”.

**Can I ask for your advice?**

Public makerspaces do not pursue any specific demographics and thus attract people with various expertise. As interviewee #2 mentioned, the makerspaces are “more of a focal point for people with [different] kinds of skills or sort to share their knowledge”. In fact, the school engagements discussed by the makerspace interviewees were mostly initiated when one of their members, either a high school or technical school teacher, saw an opportunity where the makers’ knowledge could benefit their workplace.

From the interviewees, the engagements included advising on planning of makerspaces, strategic

**Table 2**

*Needs and offerings of public makerspaces, high school makerspaces and tech schools*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Have to offer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Makerspace</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>advanced technologies</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>learning kits</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1. making expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>1. more accessible space</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High school</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>makerspace</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise</td>
<td>1. equipment expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. making expertise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. operational safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4. authentic learning scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Tech schools</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Equipment</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expertise</td>
<td>1. authentic learning scenarios</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2. curriculum development</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>3. operational safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Note: This table captures the common needs and offerings of the different spaces. This may vary between spaces.*
purchase of equipment and development of authentic curriculums.

As expected, high schools and technical school interviewees flagged that there were many areas where the maker’s expertise could benefit their workplace, both directly and indirectly. Directly, as interviewee #12 highlighted, “there is such a shortage of qualified technology teachers”; and indirectly, as interviewee #9 mentioned, where students “move outside the school environment to connect with industry experts [and] use their expertise in really powerful and meaningful ways”.

While makers are open to helping one another, their efforts are finite. That is because most members have their full-time commitments and are using their leftover time to work on their projects. Makers use their makerspace to work on projects and learn from others during the process. Even when high school and technical school teachers join and participate in the makerspace, they cannot expect constant help from other experienced makers. After all, makers do not visit makerspaces to teach and guide others. As interviewee #5 said, “a lot of people are willing to share their expertise, but it’s when it starts to become a drain on their personal time there’s no way for them to get anything out [of the participation]”.

Discussion

Despite the challenges listed above, all interviewees were still open to partnering with each other. For makerspaces, school partnerships can promote their community to a larger audience, attract new members to their communities, and bring in the much-needed funding through membership fees. For high schools and technical schools, makerspace partnerships can expose their students to real-world communities and contextualise their curriculums in authentic scenarios. The section below describes the opportunities technical schools can take to support their local makerspaces, and two conditions necessary for the partnership to be sustainable.

Tech School equipment, space and expertise

Despite being self-reliant, the makerspace interviewees were curious about the available equipment in technical schools. That is because technical schools house more advanced technologies that are often not viable for makerspaces to purchase. Being aware of these technologies may prove useful when a member’s project requires a one-time use of an equipment not available in the makerspace. While school makerspaces need to prioritise their students, technical schools can respond to the maker community need as part of their objective to connect with their local industry. As interviewee #8 said, “we’re developing our own makerspace … as another way for us to connect and interact with the local community”. This may help local maker communities expand and accommodate more members. Finally, but unsurprisingly, we noticed that makers in makerspaces preferred working with technical schools because of their shared language. As interviewee #1 pointed out, “we mainly work with the technical
schools because they sort of understand us”, and that “engage[ment] with that [high school] sort of level is completely different”.

**Short term v’s long term**

Volunteer-run makerspaces are cautious about committing long-term to work with schools. As interviewee #2 described, “we are completely volunteer run, so our availability is very haphazard”. This is incompatible with the school’s needs where, as interviewee #9 highlighted, “our [making] projects take a lot of time, and we still work within the restrictions of a timetable”. However, most of the makerspaces had previous engaged with schools on short-term projects, such as showcase events and short learning courses, and continue to do so. As interviewee #1 said, “if it’s one or two days or something, we could probably do that. But the longer period of time, it just becomes unmanageable for us because people are working full time and we would have to take people off work”.

**Reimbursement**

While the makerspace interviewees were keen to help their neighbouring schools, the service rendered needs to be reimbursed. As interviewee #5 mentioned, “we don’t want to be science teachers that aren’t paid. We don’t want to be technology teachers that aren’t paid”. Schools are aware of this too, as interviewee #9 mentioned, “obviously people are not going to give their time for free. And if you’ve got a niche capability you often struggle for money, and when they have an opportunity to make money, they will take it”. This may become problematic for schools, as interviewee #12 mentioned, “They [external partners] need to be paid. You know, with all the good will in the world, they can’t come down and spend a day or two with us”. Even technical schools, established to form connections between industry and high schools, face a similar problem. Interviewee #7 mentioned, “we are funded to do a particular job” and that “anything we do outside of school hours requires us to look for additional funding sources.”

**Future works**

For this paper, we reported only on the community needs and offerings affecting makerspace-school partnerships. From the interview data collected, additional findings indicated that smaller themes such as shared visions, funding models, and safety, also affected the viability of partnerships. Another research trajectory would be to explore how makerspace partnerships between schools can affect demographics such as age and gender in community groups.

To reveal the symbiotic relationship between schools and the maker community, other stakeholders within the maker landscape should be identified and examined, including makerspace coordinators in universities, public libraries, and museums. Discussions with the Department of Education and Training would also prove useful in order to further understand their vision for the role of making in the rapidly evolving STEM landscape and their action plan for providing making expertise to the schools.
While the interviewees identify as makerspaces, there were significant operational differences between them. This aligns with van Holm's (2014) perspective that makerspaces operate in different capacities, such as tinkerspaces, tech shops, and fablabs. Greater clarity on the different types of makerspaces can lead to stronger customisation of school partnership arrangements.

**Way forward**

Challenges are high when forming partnerships between public makerspaces and high school makerspaces. This is due to different objectives, users and needs. However, technical schools are advantageously positioned between the two, as they have unique technologies, knowledgeable staff, and can provide the community with access to their space and share a common language in the maker community. From the interviews, we identified that with appropriate funding, technical schools have the potential to mediate between makers and high schools. This potential arrangement would benefit students by providing them access to expertise, ideas and role-models from their community. In return, makers could gain access to a wider range of equipment in their neighbouring schools and tech-schools.
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THE FAMILY ZONE: A SCHOOL-BASED, MULTI-PARTNERSHIP APPROACH TO CHILD AND FAMILY WELLBEING

Leigh Goodenough
Senior Manager Community Development (former)
Lutheran Community Care

Leigh Goodenough is a graduate of the University of South Australia and has worked for over 20 years in the fields of youth work and community development. In the past decade he has undertaken independent research into early childhood development and the engagement of vulnerable and isolated community cohorts in complex service delivery. This research has supported the development of practical and innovative approaches in various service contexts including refugee settlement, child protection, intergenerational poverty and domestic and family violence. Leigh lives in Nairne, South Australia with his wife and two sons.
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OUR PLACE: OPENING THE SCHOOL GATES TO THE SCHOOL COMMUNITY

Dr Alexandra Fraser
Senior Research Advisor
Our Place – an initiative of the Colman Education Foundation

Alex joined Our Place in September 2018 as the Senior Research Advisor in the Research and Evaluation team. Alex’s current role involves leading the qualitative data collection and analysis program, capturing evidence and stories from across the Our Place communities to demonstrate change and impact. During her time at Our Place, Alex was also the inaugural Partnership Manager at Our Place’s Geelong site, overseeing its establishment. Alex holds a doctorate in Sociology and has a professional background in applied social, community and family research and evaluation, combined with program and project management experience within the local government and not-for-profit sectors.
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Margaret joined the Our Place team in March 2019 as Implementation Support Manager. Margaret’s current role involves supporting the people implementing the Our Place approach across 10 locations in Victoria and developing resources, learning processes and systems to ensure ongoing fidelity to the approach and support continuous improvement. Margaret holds a degree in education, however has spent the past 20 years working in senior community development and partnership brokerage roles with a focus on complex, multi stakeholder partnerships for positive change.
THE 21ST CENTURY LEARNING HUB: LESSONS FROM A JOINT USE SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY LIBRARY PROJECT IN REGIONAL AUSTRALIA

David Tordoff
Director
Hayball

A director at Hayball, David plays a key role in the practice's national education and commercial projects, working with state governments and private clients. With a deep understanding of site contexts, education design and communities, he has led multiple award-winning education and civic commissions that are recognised as exemplars in learning environment planning and community alignment. Nationally recognised for design excellence, David's work is a recipient of the prestigious Australian Institute of Architects Sulman Medal and numerous accolades from the Learning Environments Australasia (LEA). He is sitting member of North Sydney Design Excellence Panel and a juror for the 2020 LEA NSW Awards.

Dr Julia Atkin
Director
Learning by Design

Dr Julia Atkin is universally recognised for her rich understanding of learning and thinking and providing practical ways to support teachers and leaders in enhancing learning for all. Julia works extensively with individual schools as well as with education systems to help transform how they design the learning landscape - both pedagogically and physically. Her international work includes NZ, USA, UK, OECD and the World Bank. Julia believes she has avoided a ‘use by date’ by focusing on what is fundamental and universal in learning, leading and design.
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Cynthia Hron
Designer & Studio Artist, BFA, MFA, MLA
Susquehanna Greenway Partnership and Penn State University

Originally from California, Cindi studied fine arts at Otis Art Institute in Los Angeles where she earned a BFA degree, and later at California College of Art in Oakland, where she earned an MFA. Her work seeks to encompass the social and cultural history of landscape and place, which has served as a catalyst for her many drawings, sculptures, and public projects. Her more recent venture into landscape architecture has led to an MLA degree from Penn State University.
TOWARDS INTEGRATED NETWORKS OF SCHOOL AND COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE

Natalie Miles
PhD Candidate
Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning, The University of Melbourne

Natalie Miles is a PhD candidate in the Building Connections: Schools as Community Hubs ARC Linkage project at Learning Environments Applied Research Network (LEaRN) of the University of Melbourne. Natalie is researching ‘Spatial Analysis of School and Community Interaction, identifying and recording who, where, when and how community members are using school facilities.

Natalie is also a registered architect in Victoria and has been practicing architecture as an Associate at Austin Maynard Architects with several award-winning projects under her belt since completing her Master of Architecture in 2013. This PhD project sees a return to her interest in schools and education after her master’s thesis titled School/City.
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Martin Brennan
Senior Research Fellow
Melbourne Sustainable Society Institute, The University of Melbourne

Martin Brennan was the Community Education Officer at the Princes Hill School Park Centre (1978 – 1985) and Community Education Director, Straits Area Community Education, St Ignace Area Schools, Michigan, USA (1983). Martin has a long political and professional record of seeking community empowerment and sustainable solutions for cities at the local, national and international level as a Melbourne City Councillor and a professional working in the local government sector. He is the former Regional Director, ICLEI Local Governments for Sustainability – Oceania and is currently a Senior Research Fellow, Melbourne Sustainable Society Institute at the University of Melbourne, Australia.
RESEARCHING POLICY SETTINGS FOR SCHOOLS AS COMMUNITY HUBS

Robert Polglase
PhD Candidate
Centre for Urban Research, RMIT University

Joining the Building Connections team culminates Rob’s long held dream to collaborate to build research based evidence for sharing knowledge to influence policy settings, connected to planning, design, delivery of learning and community sites to meet diverse community needs as flourishing centres.

Rob’s research proposal is steeped in years of project work related to Building Connections’ objectives for evaluating policy-planning-design-governance settings. This experience includes education, health, community sectors, commercial, multi-residential, public realm, transport infrastructure, urban renewal and land development programs. These projects have incorporated urban policy development, strategic planning, funding submissions, setting site planning and development vision, concept to final agreed design, contract procurement to delivery with advocacy for clients, stakeholders, communities, and all levels of Government.

Rob has extensively participated in industry forums and academic teaching throughout his career. Rob’s recent teaching focus has included affordable, socially inclusive design for education, community health, housing density, connected neighbourhoods.
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Carolina Rivera-Yévenes
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Faculty of Architecture, Building and Planning, The University of Melbourne

Carolina Rivera Yevenes is a PhD candidate in the Building Connections: Schools as Community Hubs ARC Linkage project at Learning Environments Applied Research Network (LEaRN) of the University of Melbourne. Carolina’s research focusses on how schools can be planned, designed, governed and managed to thrive as community hubs.

She holds a Master of Education from the University of Melbourne and a degree in education and philosophy. She has more than ten years’ of experience as a teacher and is also working with schools as an academic consultant and formulating intervention programs. In 2012, she co-founded NGO Innovacien, a Chilean organisation working in the development of 21st-century skills, technology and innovation in schools.
MAKING IT WORK: MAKERSPACES, MAKER COMMUNITY AND HIGH SCHOOL PARTNERSHIPS

Linus Tan
PhD Candidate
Swinburne University of Technology

Linus Tan researches design and management strategies that enhance collaborations, to help architects work effectively as a team and with different stakeholders. His experience includes managing service operations in a digital fabrication laboratory and coordinating operations in an air force squadron. He is a Master of Architecture graduate from the University of Melbourne and is currently completing his PhD degree at Swinburne University of Technology.

Ravi Bessabava
Design Technical Officer
Swinburne University of Technology

Ravi is a design technical officer in Swinburne University of Technology’s Protolab where he coaches architecture, industrial design and product design engineering students in the areas of design, fabrication and advanced manufacturing. His skill sets allow him to work fluidly across multiple disciplines at multiple scales, with a passion for sharing knowledge particularly around digital to physical workflows, geometry rationalisation, design thinking and manufacturing. He holds a Master of Architecture from the University of Melbourne.

Kristen Hebden
PhD Candidate
Swinburne University of Technology

Kristen is currently researching makerspaces in high schools, with a focus on the impact they have on students’ self-concept. She has experience running a high school makerspace, as well as teaching STEM, maths and physics at a range of schools. Her previous careers as a science communicator and as an engineer have given her an appreciation of the need to increase diversity in STEM fields, and an indication to the barriers stopping it. Kristen is currently working on her PhD degree at Swinburne University of Technology.
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